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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is a non-profit organization that works to 

accelerate the innovation and adoption of energy-efficient products, services, and practices in the 

Pacific Northwest. In 2009, NEEA launched the Consumer Electronics Television Initiative (the 

Initiative) to increase the availability of energy efficient televisions. The Initiative provides 

retailers with financial incentives to encourage them to change their purchasing behavior to 

include a higher number of the most efficient televisions in their assortments and promotional 

point-of-purchase (POP) materials to help consumers identify efficient televisions.  

This report is the second market progress evaluation report (MPER) of the Initiative and focuses 

on activities conducted in 2011. The purpose of this MPER is to evaluate the Initiative’s progress 

towards its goals and provide recommendations to improve its performance moving forward. 

INITIATIVE DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND 

The Initiative employs a “midstream” approach in which television retailers are the initiative  

target audience. The Initiative engages with retailers to establish and maintain relationships with 

corporate staff, provide energy-related information, and pay per-unit incentives for sales of 

televisions that meet the Initiative’s energy efficiency criteria. The Initiative expects these 

activities to motivate retailers to increase the proportion of energy efficient televisions in their 

assortment (the number and type of televisions a retailer makes available in its stores or online). 

The Initiative also expects a secondary effect, in which retailers’ demands for televisions that 

meet Initiative qualification criteria influence manufacturers to design more energy efficient 

televisions. Other important activities include establishing the energy use specification that 

televisions must meet to qualify for incentives and employing detailers to place point-of-

purchase (POP) marketing materials on qualified televisions in participating retail stores.   

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

MPER #2 sought to document the Initiative’s influence in four areas of importance to its logic 

model and initiative theory:   

 Retailer behavior, including television assortment and the promotion of qualified 

televisions; 

 Manufacturer behavior, including the design and manufacture of televisions that met 

Initiative criteria; 

 The development of stringent ENERGY STAR television specifications; and   
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 An increase in sales of Initiative-qualified televisions in NEEA territory.  

Within each research objective, data collection activities and analyses focused on research 

questions specifically designed to address NEEA’s interests, which covered a selection of the 

Initiative’s many market progress indicators. 

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

Table 1 summarizes the five data collection activities that informed MPER#2. 

 Table 1: MPER #2 Data Collection Activities 

ACTIVITY SOURCE OF DATA 

SAMPLE 

SIZE INFORMATION SOUGHT 

Initiative Data 

Review 

Initiative Salesforce Database 
N/A 

 Influence of Initiative on retailer 
behavior 

 Influence of Initiative on ENERGY 
STAR specifications 

 Characteristics of participating 
stores 

Reports submitted by store detailers 

Public comments on proposed ENERGY 

STAR specifications 

Comparison of findings with raw data 

from MPER#1 

In-Depth 

Interviews 

Initiative Staff 9  Influence of Initiative on retailer 
behavior, including assortment 
decisions 

 Influence of Initiative on product 
design 

 Influence of Initiative on ENERGY 
STAR specifications 

Other TV Initiative Managers 2 

EPA ENERGY STAR Staff 3 

Retailer Corporate Staff 11 

Manufacturers 4 

Store/Department 

Manager Surveys 

Retail store and TV department 

managers 

30  Influence of Initiative at store level 

 Store-level awareness of Initiative 

Retail Store Visits 
“Mystery shopping” visits to 

participating stores 

59  Store-level awareness and 
attitudes toward efficiency 

 TV promotional activities 

Sales Data 

Analysis 

TV sales data submitted to BCE 

Incentives database 

N/A  Characteristics of NW TV market 

 Initiative influence on sales of 
qualified TVs 

KEY FINDINGS 

MPER#2 yielded seven key findings about the Initiative’s progress relative to the research 

objectives: 
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 The Initiative improved retailers’ awareness of, and attitude towards, energy efficiency 

and mid-stream efficiency initiatives. A variety of data collection activities indicate that, 

over the last three years, awareness of energy efficiency among all levels of retail staff 

has increased and attitudes toward efficiency have become more positive. Interview data 

provide strong evidence that the Initiative contributed to this change among retailers’ 

corporate staff, but played a lesser role in changes among store managers and sales 

associates. The findings also show that retailers value the Initiative and other mid-stream 

energy efficiency initiatives, and have adapted their organizational structures, staffing, 

and policies to accommodate participation requirements. 

 The Initiative influenced retailers’ assortment decisions, but the amount of influence is 

unquantifiable and difficult to evaluate. Influence on assortment is theorized as the 

causal link between the Initiative’s activities and two of its key goals: increasing sales of 

qualified televisions and influencing manufacturers to design more energy efficient 

televisions. Abundant anecdotal evidence confirms that the Initiative succeeded in 

influencing retailers to consider its qualification criteria during their assortment decision-

making. However, the assortment decision-making process is complex and critically 

important to the retailers’ financial success. These factors limit the Initiative’s potential 

for influence, make it impossible to quantify the extent of the Initiative’s influence, and 

introduce barriers to evaluation.  

 Communication about the Initiative did not influence store/department manager or 

sales associate behavior, nor lead to increased promotion of qualified products at the 

store level. The Initiative’s design provides two channels for information about the 

Initiative to reach store managers and sales associates: from a retailer’s corporate 

headquarters and from the Initiative’s detailers. Findings from multiple data collection 

efforts show neither distribution channel has been effective at informing store-level staff 

about the Initiative, nor motivating them to promote qualified televisions. However, store 

managers and sales associates demonstrated an increased knowledge of, and increasingly 

positive attitude toward, energy efficiency in general, and interviews suggested both 

managers and associates are open to a higher level of engagement with the Initiative. 

 The Initiative increased manufacturer awareness of efficiency qualification criteria, 

but timing restricted influence on initiative design. Interviews with manufacturers and 

retailers, and a review of the Initiative implementers’ email correspondence, show that 

the implementer informed manufacturers of the Initiative’s energy efficiency 

qualification criteria and retailers requested qualifying televisions from those 

manufacturers as expected. The Initiative’s impact on product design is less clear. 

Although criteria information appeared to reach the appropriate personnel, the timing 

likely limited its impact, arriving after products had already been designed for the coming 

year. Further, the evaluators’ lack of access to product design decision-makers and the 

confidential nature of the retailer/manufacturer relationship limited the ability for 

evaluation. 
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 NEEA contributed to more stringent ENERGY STAR specifications. EPA staff reported 

that NEEA was one of the few stakeholders advocating for more stringent standards and 

stated that NEEA’s involvement helped EPA to counter the arguments of other industry 

entities, who claimed that stringent specifications would result in too narrow a selection 

of qualified products. The Initiative also motivated a major chain retailer to pressure 

manufacturers to qualify models for ENERGY STAR that they might not otherwise have 

submitted for testing and to submit other models earlier in the year. 

 The evaluation documented the Initiative’s impact on televisions sales in two specific 

scenarios. An Initiative-produced video, aired at all stores in one major chain, increased 

sales of top-tier televisions. Across all retailers, an increase in the proportion of qualified 

televisions in a retailers’ assortment increased the proportion of sales of qualified 

televisions. All other quantitative analyses of sales data were inconclusive and were 

complicated by two factors. A lack of sales data and product characteristics limited the 

potential for statistical analysis and the Initiative’s current initiative design does not result 

in the regional variation necessary to measure impact using a quasi-experimental 

approach. 

 Retailers initiated little promotion of qualified televisions, other than activities the 

Initiative led or required. Initiative documentation and retailer interviews indicate that 

retailers were responsive to Initiative-led efforts to promote qualified televisions. 

However, most retailers made little effort to promote qualified products in their stores, 

independent of Initiative-led activities. Store-level staff reported that they did not receive 

corporate directives regarding qualified televisions, none of the stores visited used 

product displays focused on Initiative-qualified televisions, and sales associates devoted 

little attention to a television’s qualified status. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This MPER has four key conclusions, each with associated recommendations. 

 The Initiative contributed to an increased prevalence of efficient televisions in the 

marketplace through activities targeting market players at the national level and 

resulting in national outcomes. The Initiative increased the prevalence of efficient 

televisions through four paths. First, the Initiative influenced retailers’ assortment 

decisions, leading to increased sales of qualified televisions. Second, as a result of 

information from the Initiative and pressure from retailers, manufacturers sought to 

increase the efficiency of televisions. Third, through engagement in the specification 

development process, NEEA and the BCE Alliance contributed to a more stringent 

ENERGY STAR standard for televisions. Finally, the Initiative increased retailer 

awareness of, and improved retailer attitudes toward, energy efficiency, leading retailers 

to further engage with the Initiative and other midstream initiatives.  
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 Recommendation: Expand engagement with retailers in cooperation with 

other midstream incentive initiative sponsors. 

 The Initiative’s activities did not result in two important, expected outcomes: retailers 

did not promote qualified televisions, nor did the Initiative criteria substantially 

influence television design in the current model year. Corporate-level awareness of the 

Initiative qualification criteria and incentive payments did not lead retailers to promote or 

accelerate sales of qualified products at the store level, independent of the Initiative. 

Further, detailer visits and placement of POP materials did not lead to high awareness of 

the Initiative among sales associates, or to promotion of qualified televisions. In addition, 

the timing of the Initiative’s criteria release limited its potential to impact product design.  

 Recommendation: Revise the Initiative’s logic model to better reflect current 

activities and learning in initiative theory. 

 Recommendation: Adjust retailer contracts and incentive structures to 

motivate additional efforts to increase sales of qualified products.  

 Recommendation: Release the qualification criteria for the next calendar 

year the previous spring to allow for greater impact on product design.  

 The Initiative has multiple opportunities to increase retailers’ engagement with and 

promotion of the Initiative at the store level, and findings from this evaluation indicate 

that these efforts will likely increase sales of qualified products. Retailers’ corporate 

staff value the educational role of the Initiative detailers, are accustomed to providing 

training to sales associates, and want to use energy efficiency to increase value to the 

consumer. In addition, store level staff are receptive to information about the Initiative, 

and the evaluation found that store-level promotions can increase sales of qualified 

products.  

 Recommendation: Increase Initiative activities at the store level, including 

direct communication with store-level staff and expanded in-store 

promotional activities. 

 The Initiative’s lack of activities with solely regional impact and its current Market 

Progress Indicators (MPIs) limit its evaluability. The Initiative currently faces two 

barriers that prevent a quantitative assessment of impact on qualified television sales 

using a quasi-experimental design approach. In addition, the current logic model places 

great importance on the Initiative’s influence on assortment and television design as 

intermediate term outcomes leading to increased sales of qualified models. However, 

both of these factors are challenging to evaluate and impossible to quantify. Ultimately, 

many of the Initiative’s current expected outcomes and MPIs are unclear, immeasurable, 

difficult to evaluate, and/or no longer relevant. 

 Recommendation: Expand data collection to support more in-depth 

quantitative evaluation of the Initiative’s impact on television sales. 
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 Recommendation: Design regional or local activities to allow for a quasi-

experimental design approach to assessing Initiative impact. 

 Recommendation: Establish new, measurable, MPIs the achievement of 

which will signify the Initiative’s success.   
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INTRODUCTION 

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is a non-profit organization that works to 

accelerate the innovation and adoption of energy-efficient products, services, and practices in the 

Pacific Northwest. In 2009, NEEA launched the Consumer Electronics Television Initiative (the 

Initiative) to increase the availability of energy efficient televisions. The Initiative provides 

retailers with financial incentives to encourage them to change their purchasing behavior to 

include a higher number of the most efficient televisions in their assortments and promotional 

point-of-purchase (POP) materials to help consumers identify efficient televisions.  

This report is the second market progress evaluation report (MPER) of the Initiative and focuses 

on activities conducted in 2011. The purpose of this MPER is to evaluate the Initiative’s progress 

towards its goals and provide recommendations to improve its performance moving forward. 

INITIATIVE DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND 

Consumer electronics efficiency initiatives are vital to reducing electricity demand. These 

devices account for about 15% of a typical household’s total electricity use, making them as 

significant an end use category as lighting, appliances, water heating, or air conditioning. 

Although these other residential loads have been the subject of energy efficiency initiatives for 

two decades, consumer electronics have only recently come into view as a necessary, but 

challenging efficiency target. The number of energy efficiency initiatives targeting consumer 

electronics, in particular televisions, has increased in recent years, from a handful in 2008 to 21 

funding entities in the U.S. and Canada in 2011, with total budgets of around $50 million 

(Consortium for Energy Efficiency). 

NEEA launched its Consumer Electronics Television Initiative in 2009 in cooperation with 

Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) and the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD). 

Together, these funders make up what they informally call the “BCE (Business and Consumer 

Electronics) Alliance.” BCE Alliance sponsors utilize the same implementation contractor and 

qualified product criteria but other elements of their implementation differ, including their per-

unit incentive payments, total incentive payments, and POP materials. In 2010 two additional 

funding utilities, San Diego Gas & Electric and Nevada Energy, joined the BCE Alliance, for a 

total of five sponsors in California, Nevada, and the Pacific Northwest. In 2012, San Diego Gas 

& Electric and Nevada Energy announced they would not participate in 2013. A few other 

efficiency initiatives employ an initiative design similar to that of the BCE Alliance sponsors, 

including initiatives funded by Southern California Edison (SCE) and Efficiency Vermont. 

SCE’s initiative aligns closely with the BCE Alliance initiatives, using the same qualifying 

product criteria and the same payment processing platform. 
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Its sponsors conceived the BCE Alliance as a broad umbrella under which they could eventually 

include multiple types of consumer electronics products. The first products to be covered were 

televisions, monitors, and desktop computers. Due to product verification issues, NEEA removed 

monitors and desktop computers from the initiative in 2011 and the remainder of the sponsors 

removed them in 2012, leaving televisions as the only product included.  

The BCE Alliance was one of the first and remains the largest coordinated effort to target 

consumer electronics, reaching approximately 19% of the U.S. population.  

Figure 1: BCE Alliance and Initiative Timeline, 2008-2012 

 

Initiative Theory and Logic Model  

The Initiative employs a “midstream” approach in which television retailers are the initiative 

targets. The terms “midstream” or “upstream” are used to describe an efficiency initiative design 

that targets a product’s supply chain rather than the end user. Although the terms are often used 

interchangeably, “upstream” typically refers to manufacturers or component suppliers and 

“midstream” to retailers or distributors. 

The Initiative engages with retailers to establish and maintain relationships with corporate staff, 

provide energy-related information, and pay-per-unit incentives for sales of qualified televisions. 

The Initiative expects these activities to motivate retailers to include more energy efficient 

televisions in their assortment (the number and type of televisions a retailer makes available in 

its stores or online) than they would, absent the Initiative. The Initiative also expects a secondary 

effect, in which retailers’ demands for televisions that meet Initiative qualification criteria 

influence manufacturers to design more energy efficient televisions. 
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Figure 2 shows the Initiative’s logic model, a graphical representation of activities, their outputs, 

and expected outcomes. 
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Figure 2: Initiative Logic Model 
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Stakeholders and Activities  

The Initiative has three key stakeholders: NEEA staff, QDI Strategies /Navitas Partners and 

Energy Solutions. 

NEEA Staff  

NEEA staff oversees all aspects of the Initiative, including its design, activities, marketing, and 

coordination with other BCE Alliance sponsors and with ENERGY STAR
®
 initiative managers. 

In 2012, two important changes occurred in NEEA’s role. NEEA hired Fluid Market Strategies 

to serve as the Initiative’s new “detailer,” responsible for placing Initiative POP materials at 

participating stores under contract directly to NEEA. Prior to 2012, the two companies that 

fulfilled the detailer function were subcontractors to the Initiative’s primary implementer, QDI 

Strategies. In 2011, NEEA staff also began working directly with Sears, a participating retailer, 

to implement promotional campaigns and seek out media attention to showcase the value of the 

Initiative. Prior to 2011, NEEA staff had little direct contact with retailers and had not 

collaborated directly with any of the retailers associated with the Initiative to promote qualified 

televisions.  

QDI Strategies/Navitas Partners 

In 2011, QDI was one of two implementation contractors and was the “face” of the Initiative to 

the retail industry. During 2011, implementation responsibilities transitioned to Navitas Partners, 

a new entity founded by two of the QDI staff members who initiated the Initiative design with 

PG&E in 2008. QDI/Navitas Partners provide account management for retailers, work with 

NEEA staff to establish the Initiative’s qualification criteria, and coordinate between retailers 

and the other implementation contractors. QDI/Navitas Partners implements all of the television 

efficiency initiatives that make up the BCE Alliance and, in this central role, helps coordinate 

activities among the five funding entities.  

Energy Solutions 

Energy Solutions is the implementation contractor responsible for managing product sales data 

and incentive payment data and maintaining data confidentiality. Their responsibilities include 

building and maintaining the Initiative database, maintaining an updated qualified product list 

(the television model numbers that qualify for an incentive), and matching product sales retailers 

report to the qualified product list. Energy Solutions also performs technology and market 

analyses that inform the Initiative’s qualification criteria and supports NEEA’s participation in 

the ENERGY STAR specification development process. 

Table 2 shows the Initiative’s seven key activities and the stakeholders that contribute to them. 
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Table 2: Initiative Activities and the Stakeholders Involved, 2011 

ACTIVITY 

STAKEHOLDER (S) INVOLVED 

NEEA 

QDI 

Strategies/ 

Navitas 

Partners 

Energy 

Solutions 

Develop and manage relationships with retailers and 

manufacturers 
? X  

Place Initiative point-of-purchase materials at participating 

retail stores 
X X  

Pay incentives to retailers X  X 

Collect, manage, analyze and report on television sales data  X X 

Participate in industry discussions regarding the energy 

efficiency of televisions 
X  X 

Establish annual Initiative specification levels and incentive 

amounts 
X X X 

Market energy efficient televisions to end users X   

Initiative Retailers 

Table 3 summarizes the Initiative’s retailer and their incentive allocations in 2011. 

Table 3: Initiative Retailers in NEEA Territory, 2011 

STORE/CHAIN NAME APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING STORES 

Best Buy 39 

Costco 50 

Sam’s Club 6 

Sears Holdings Corp.  

 Sears 86 

 Kmart 47 

Walmart 116 

Nationwide 34 

Fry’s 2 

Vann’s 5 

Total 441 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

MPER #2 sought to document the Initiative’s influence in four areas of importance to its logic 

model and initiative theory:   

 Retailer behavior, including television assortment and the promotion of qualified 

televisions; 

 Manufacturer behavior, including the design and manufacture of televisions that met 

Initiative criteria; 

 The development of stringent ENERGY STAR television specifications; and   

 An increase in sales of Initiative-qualified televisions in NEEA territory.  

Data collection activities and analyses focused on research objectives specifically designed to 

address NEEA’s interests, which covered a selection of the Initiative’s many market progress 

indicators.  

Table 4 lists each population or subject area and the associated key research question(s). 

Table 4: MPER #2 Key Research Questions  

POPULATION KEY RESEARCH QUESTION(S) 

Retailers How did retailer behavior change as a result of the Initiative?  

How have retailer attitudes toward efficiency changed at the corporate level and store 

management levels as a result of the Initiative?  

How has the efficiency knowledge of sales associates changed as a result of the Initiative? 

How has NEEA’s relationship with retailers changed as a result of the Initiative?  

How do participating retailers promote qualified products? 

How are retailer assortment decisions made?  

To what extent do stores that are part of regional or national chains have autonomy over 

decisions related to assortment, stocking, and promotion?  

Manufacturers How did manufacturer behavior change as a result of the Initiative? 

How have manufacturer attitudes toward efficiency changed as a result of the Initiative?  

How has NEEA’s relationship with manufacturers changed as a result of the Initiative? 

Initiative Activities How did NEEA influence the development of ENERGY STAR TV specifications? 

Which initiative activities were successful and why? 

Initiative-Qualified 

Product Sales 

How much did sales of qualified televisions in NEEA territory change as a result of the 

Initiative, in 2011? 
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EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

Five data collection activities informed the evaluation: initiative data review, in-depth 

interviews, store manager surveys, retail store visits, and quantitative analysis of television sales 

data. A summary of the activities appears below. The appendices contain additional details, 

including the interview guides. 

Initiative Qualification Criteria 

The Initiative’s qualification criteria identify the minimum efficiency level a television must 

meet to qualify for an incentive. Starting in 2010, the specification identified two efficiency 

levels or “tiers.” The Initiative pays a higher per-unit incentive amount for sales of higher tier 

products. The criteria change annually, with new tier levels taking effect on January 1. In 2009, 

NEEA set more stringent efficiency criteria than the other BCE Alliance sponsors, but in 2011 

and thereafter all sponsors used the same tiers. Starting in 2010, the criteria “leap frogged” in 

successive years, with the high tier in the current year becoming the low tier the following year. 

Table 5 shows the television energy efficiency criteria that NEEA and the other BCE Alliance 

sponsors employed from 2009 to 2012. 

The Initiative’s qualification criteria are based on ENERGY STAR specifications. In 2009, the 

criteria incented televisions that exceeded the then-current ENERGY STAR specification, 

version 3, by 30%. The Initiative notates this as “ENERGY STAR v3 +30%,” with “v3” 

indicating the ENERGY STAR specification version and “+30%” indicating the efficiency level 

above ENERGY STAR. In 2010, the Initiative incented televisions meeting ENERGY STAR 

specifications not yet in effect. The lower tier required products to meet ENERGY STAR 

version 4, which took effect midway through the year (May 1, 2010) and the higher tier incented 

products that met ENERGY STAR version 5, which was not expected take effect until May 1, 

2012. In 2011 the lower tier was equivalent to 2010’s higher tier (ENERGY STAR version 5) 

and the higher tier specified even greater efficiency, requiring televisions to be 20% above the 

lower tier. The Alliance used the same “leap frogging” process to set the 2012 criteria, in which 

the lower tier was equivalent to 2011’s higher tier (20% better than ENERGY STAR version 5) 

and the higher tier demanded even greater efficiency (35% better than ENERGY STAR version 

5).  
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Table 5: Summary of Television Qualification Criteria, 2009-2012 

YEAR 

NEEA INITIATIVE OTHER BCE ALLIANCE SPONSORS 

High Tier Low Tier High Tier Low Tier 

2009 ENERGY STAR v3 +30% ENERGY STAR v3 +15% 

2010 ENERGY STAR v5 ENERGY STAR v4 ENERGY STAR v5 ENERGY STAR v4 

2011 ENERGY STAR v5 + 

20% 

ENERGY STAR v5 ENERGY STAR v5 + 

20% 

ENERGY STAR v5 

2012 ENERGY STAR v5 + 

35% 

ENERGY STAR v5 + 

20% 

ENERGY STAR v5 + 

35% 

ENERGY STAR v5 + 

20% 

INITIATIVE DATA REVIEW 

Research Into Action conducted a thorough review of Initiative data to address the research 

objectives. These activities included: A systematic review of entries in the Initiative’s Salesforce 

database; a quantitative assessment of reports submitted by store detailers; an examination of 

public comments submitted in response to proposed ENERGY STAR specifications; and a 

comparison of findings from MPER #2 with raw data collected for MPER #1. 

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS 

In-depth interviews are an important primary data source. In this MPER, interviews were 

especially critical because they were the only way to evaluate the Initiative’s influence on retailer 

assortment decision-making and on the development of television energy efficiency 

specifications. Research Into Action took several steps to ensure that interview data served this 

important purpose, which included: interviewing a diverse population with varying perspectives 

on the Initiative; interviewing individuals in different positions within each organization; and 

asking both direct and indirect questions. Table 6 lists the number of in-depth interviewees by 

population and position. 

Table 6: In-Depth Interviewees, by Population and Position 

POPULATION 

INTERVIEWEE’S  

POSITION 

PROPOSED 

COMPLETES 

(FROM WORK 

PLAN) 

COMPLETED 

INTERVIEWS 

Initiative Staff  
NEEA Staff 3 3 
Implementation Contractor 3 6 

Other TV Initiative Managers Initiative Manager 2 2 

EPA ENERGY STAR  Initiative Manager 2 3 
Continued 
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POPULATION 

INTERVIEWEE’S  

POSITION 

PROPOSED 

COMPLETES 

(FROM WORK 

PLAN) 

COMPLETED 

INTERVIEWS 

Retailers 

Sustainability Executives and Consultants 

12 

6 

Television Merchants 3 

Buying Group Staff 2 

Manufacturers 
Sustainability and Compliance Staff 

5 
3 

National Account Representative 1 

Total  27 29 

STORE/DEPARTMENT MANAGER SURVEYS 

In order to gain an understanding of the Initiative’s influence at the store level, Research Into 

Action conducted brief telephone interviews with store or electronics department managers at 30 

of the stores included in the retail store visits, described below. The mostly closed-ended 

questions focused on interviewees’ awareness of the Initiative, activities undertaken to promote 

qualified televisions, and direction provided by the retailers’ corporate headquarters regarding 

the Initiative. 

RETAIL STORE VISITS 

Research Into Action, and its subcontractor Gilmore Research Group, sent researchers to 59 

participating retail stores to conduct “mystery shopping” visits. Researchers had two primary 

objectives during the visits: to interact with a sales associate and assess the associate’s 

knowledge of and attitude towards energy efficiency and the Initiative; and to observe how the 

store promoted televisions. Evaluators also designed the store visit data collection to allow for 

longitudinal comparison with a baseline study conducted by Opinion Dynamics Corporation 

(ODC) on behalf of NEEA in 2009. 

SALES DATA ANALYSIS 

Research Into Action performed statistical analyses on television sales data collected by the 

Initiative. Researchers received a database with daily or monthly sales by retail chain and store 

for the period July 2009 through May 2012. Researchers worked with Energy Solutions to 

identify qualified television models, distinguish online from in-store sales, gather assortment lists 

for each year of the Initiative, and match models from nonparticipating sales data to the 

Initiative’s yearly specifications. Researchers cleaned the sales database, used descriptive 

statistics to explain current market conditions, and conducted statistical analyses to explore the 

presence of, and attempt to quantify, Initiative influence on television sales. Statistical tests 
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researchers conducted included repeated measures t-tests and ANOVAs, multiple regression 

models, multi-level fixed effects regression models, and multi-level random effects regression 

models.  
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MARKET CHARACTERIZATION 

The market characterization describes key trends in television and trends specific to panel 

technology, Internet connectivity and three-dimensional display capability (3D), and efficiency. 

KEY TELEVISION MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 

Television manufacturers and LCD panel suppliers operate in consolidated markets. The 

top five television manufacturers produced nearly 70% of the televisions shipped to North 

America in Q2 2011 (DisplaySearch 2011). The market for LCD panel suppliers is even more 

consolidated, with the top five manufacturers representing 92% of the industry’s revenue in April 

2012 (DisplaySearch April 20, 2012).  

U.S. flat panel television sales declined in 2012, for the first time since flat panel televisions 

entered the market. While television sales grew 20% or more per year from 2007 to 2009, in 

2011, analysts were divided on the industry’s growth, with some estimating 1% growth 

(Hatamiya 2012) and others a 2.5% decline (Consumer Electronics Association 2012). Analysts 

expected U.S. TV shipments to decline between 3.5% and 5% in 2012 (Consumer Electronics 

Association 2012; Hatamiya 2012), and anticipate that U.S. flat panel television shipments will 

continue to decline through 2015 (Hatamiya 2012).  

Television prices are not expected to decrease as sharply year-over-year as in the recent 

past (Morrod May 8, 2012). From 2007 to 2010, LCD television prices declined 36% and 

plasma television prices fell 52% (Grobart 2011).Television prices fluctuate with retailers’ 

seasonal promotions. However, between December 2011, and April 2012, the average U.S. retail 

price of flat panel televisions rose $63, nearly twice as much as prices had risen over the same 

period the previous year (Morrod 2012). Two factors likely contribute to this price stabilization; 

first, the market share of larger televisions, which are typically more expensive, is increasing 

(Border 2012). Second, rather than cutting prices to stimulate demand, manufacturers have taken 

a value-added approach based on adding more advanced features (Patel 2010). Two major 

manufacturers have instituted policies prohibiting retailers and on-line sellers from discounting 

their high-end models below a specified minimum price (Merson 2012).  

Larger televisions continue to gain market share at the expense of smaller models. In a 

comparison of television sales in June 2009 and June 2010, sales of televisions over 40-inches 

grew 26%, while sales of televisions under 40-inches declined 21% (NPD Group 2010). This 

trend is expected to continue through 2012, as the mean size of televisions shipped increases to 

nearly 35”, up from less than 30” in 2008 (DisplaySearch May 9, 2012).  

The length of the television replacement cycle has decreased. One market research firm found 

that, on average, U.S. consumers planning to purchase a television in 2012 planned to replace a 

television that was 6.1 years old, down from an average age of 7.2 in 2011 (DisplaySearch, May 
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29, 2012).1 When cathode ray tubes were the dominant display technology, consumers typically 

kept their televisions for ten years or longer.    

While the amount of time Americans spend watching television is steady, time spent on live 

television is decreasing in favor of time-shifted content. In Q4 2011, Americans turned on 

their televisions for an average of five hours and twenty-one minutes each day, an increase of 

half an hour per month over Q1 2009. Over the same period, the average amount of time spent 

on time-shifted television (e.g. video on demand or programming recorded on a DVR) increased 

from an average of 20 minutes per day to more than 22 minutes per day (The Nielsen Company 

2010).2   

PANEL TECHNOLOGY 

Most televisions sold in the world today are flat-panel LCDs. LCD has been the best-selling 

television technology worldwide since 2008 and its market share has grown steadily. In 2011, 

LCDs made up 82.5% of worldwide television shipments, and analysts expect the market share 

of LCD televisions to increase to 88.5% in 2012. In contrast to the growth in LCD television 

shipments, worldwide market share of plasma televisions have declined from a high of 7.4% in 

2010 to an expected 5.3% in 2012 (DisplaySearch May 9, 2012).  

LED direct- or edge-lighting is now the predominant light-source for LCD televisions, and 

sales of televisions with an LED light source (LED televisions) are growing. In Q4 2012, LED 

televisions are expected to make up more than 70% of all LCD televisions shipped worldwide 

(DisplaySearch May 9, 2012). LED television market share surpassed that of cold cathode 

fluorescent-lit (CCFL) televisions in Q4 2011 (DisplaySearch May 14, 2012).  

Direct-lit LED televisions are expected to drive growth in LED televisions. Edge-lit LED 

televisions make up the majority of LED televisions on the market today, although direct-lit 

televisions are expected to assume an increasing market share. Direct-lit LED televisions can 

cost less to manufacturer than edge-lit televisions and typically have a lower retail price, but at 

the expense of thin form factors (DisplaySearch May 9, 2012). 

                                                
1  Note that these findings are based on survey respondents’ self-reported purchase intentions. In both years, it 

is likely that not all of the respondents who intended to purchase a new television ultimately did so. A 

correlation between the age of a respondent’s existing television and the likelihood that they actually 

purchased a new one (rather than simply reporting the intent) could bias replacement cycle estimates. 

However, studies have found a strong correlation between purchase intent and purchase behavior, so this 

bias is likely minor. Further, even if there is some bias in the specific replacement cycle estimates, this bias 

should be consistent across 2011 and 2012; thus the trend of a decreasing replacement cycle remains valid.  

2 TV viewership hours were obtained from metered data and thus reflect the amount of time a user’s 

television was turned on. Because these data are unable to distinguish whether the television was actively 

being watched, they may over-estimate active viewership. 
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Despite significant improvements in picture quality, thinness, and power consumption over 

LCD, analysts expect slow adoption of OLED televisions. Large OLED televisions entered the 

market in 2012, but worldwide sales volume is expected to remain below 50,000 units 

(DisplaySearch May 9, 2012). Analysts anticipate worldwide sales will increase in 2013, but will 

still constitute only 1% of the total television market. This slow adoption is expected to result 

from the high price of OLED televisions relative to LCD alternatives. OLED televisions will cost 

more than twice as much as edge-lit LED televisions due to a less efficient manufacturing 

process and higher costs of materials (Jakhanwal 2012). 

INTERNET CONNECTIVITY AND 3D 

Sales of Internet-enabled televisions (IETVs) are growing and may account for more than 

75% of all TVs sold by 2015. In 2011, IETVs made up 27% of global television shipments 

(Futuresource Consulting 2012), up from less than 10% in 2009 and approximately 15% in 2010 

(Tribbey 2011). Analysts expect penetration to increase further, surpassing 80% in 2015 

(Futuresource Consulting 2012). This increasing prevalence of IETVs likely reflects growing 

consumer demand and the opportunity for television manufacturers to differentiate their products 

based on software, not just hardware, which can quickly become commoditized (Leichtman 

Research Group 2012; Shankland 2012). 

IETVs are not the primary technology consumers use to access online content through 

their televisions. Video game systems are the most common source of television internet 

connectivity; 28% of U.S. households have a video game system connected to the internet, while 

only 11% of households connect their television to the internet directly (Leichtman Research 

Group 2012). 

Despite limited consumer demand for the feature, sales of 3D televisions are increasing. 

Most consumers interested in purchasing a new television view 3D as a lower-priority feature 

than screen size, picture quality, and internet connectivity (NPD Group 2012). Nonetheless, in 

Q1, 2012, 3D television unit sales in the U.S. were 74% higher than their Q1 2011 level, and 

made up 11% of U.S. flat panel television sales. Contributing to this increase in sales, 3D 

television prices fell 33% between April 2011, and April 2012 (NPD Group 2012). Analysts 

expect 3D functionality will become a standard feature of large televisions by 2014 

(DisplaySearch May 9, 2012). 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

While manufacturers consider energy use in their product design, factors like cost and 

picture quality typically take precedence. Manufacturers promote energy efficiency as a way 

to differentiate their products, and a 2009 market characterization found that retailers 

increasingly request that manufacturers supply efficient televisions (Opinion Dynamics 

Corporation 2009). 
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Nearly half of television owners have changed picture settings from the default. If users are 

increasing brightness, these changes may counteract energy reductions resulting from 

default brightness settings and automatic brightness control. ENERGY STAR requires 

qualified televisions with a forced menu that appears the first time they start up to allow users to 

select between a “home” and a “retail” picture mode and informs users that the “home” picture 

mode is the one that qualifies for ENERGY STAR. In a study commissioned by 3M in July 

2011, 46% of respondents reported they had changed the picture settings since purchasing their 

newest television; 47% had not changed the settings (Lamb 2012). It is not clear from the 

publicly-available information about the study whether respondents had increased the brightness 

of their televisions or selected settings that are dimmer – and use less energy – than the “home” 

mode. 

The increasing prevalence of “TV Everywhere” may alter television set usage patterns. In 

response to perceived competition from online video, pay television providers like Comcast and 

Time Warner are seeking to provide users with the ability to watch cable television content on 

devices like tablet computers and smart phones. It is unclear what effect widespread use of “TV 

Everywhere” services might have on the television duty cycle, but television viewing on other 

devices could potentially reduce television usage hours.  
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LOGIC MODEL REVIEW 

A review of the Initiative’s logic model found that the model captures Initiative activities and 

expected market effects. However, the details require improvement for completeness and 

accuracy because: 1) Some elements of the logic model do not accurately reflect initiative 

activities and initiative logic as of 2011-2012; and 2) Some of the causal connections are 

unsupported by market data. Appendix D contains more details on the logic model review. 

FOUR SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS  

Update logic model activities so that the model reflects the Initiative as currently 

implemented. The current logic model is very similar to the model published in MPER #1. 

However, the Initiative’s activities have changed, reflecting the Initiative’s growth from a new 

offering to a more mature effort. For example, the Initiative is no longer recruiting new retailers. 

Instead, the Initiative’s outreach to retailers has shifted to a focus on account management and 

maintaining ongoing relationships. In addition, the current logic model does not include the key 

Initiative activity of paying incentives to retailers for sales of qualified televisions. 

Update logic model outputs to improve completeness. Because the logic model does not 

reflect the current state of the Initiative, it is incomplete in regards to outputs. For example, since 

the Initiative is no longer actively recruiting retailers, the market share of this group becomes an 

assumption of the model, rather than an output. Further, the logic model lacks outputs resulting 

from the Initiative’s marketing activities and incentive payments.  

Revise outcomes to improve precision. Some important outcomes are either vaguely worded or 

could benefit from the addition of metrics. In some cases, the Initiative could increase the 

precision of outcomes through wording changes like specifying that the outcome refers to 

Initiative-qualified televisions rather than simply energy efficient televisions or defining what the 

Initiative considers a stringent efficiency specification. In other cases, the Initiative may need to 

add outcomes in order to more clearly articulate its logic. For example, the current logic model 

does not explicitly state that an increase in sales of qualified televisions is a desired outcome.  

Revise logic model to ensure that causal connections are complete and consistent with 

market data. In some cases, the current logic model fails to link outcomes to all of the Initiative 

activities and outputs that contribute to them. For example, the logic model does not link 

increased assortment and promotion of qualified products, a short-term outcome of incentives, to 

the ultimate impact of energy savings. In other cases, outcomes do not logically follow from the 

activities to which they are connected. For example, the retailer recruitment and the market share 

of participating retailers is unlikely to lead retailers to take steps to increase sales of energy 

efficient televisions. 
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MARKET PROGRESS ASSESSMENT 

The evaluation yielded seven key findings about the Initiative’s progress relative to the research 

objectives. Table 7 lists the research questions for MPER #2, and which of the seven key 

findings addresses each. 

Table 7: MPER #2 Research Objectives and Key Findings 

POPULATION RESEARCH QUESTIONS KEY FINDINGS 

Retailers 

How have retailer attitudes toward efficiency 

changed at the corporate level and store 

management levels as a result of the 

Initiative?  
The Initiative improved retailers’ awareness 
of, and attitude toward, energy efficiency and 

efficiency initiatives 

How has the efficiency knowledge of retail 

sales staff changed as a result of the 

Initiative? 

How has NEEA’s relationship with retailers 

changed as a result of the Initiative? 

Retailers 

How did retailer behavior change as a result 

of the Initiative?  

 Assortment 

 Promotional activities 

 Sales staff training/directives 

The Initiative influenced retailers’ assortment 

decisions, but the amount of influence is 

unquantifiable and difficult to evaluate. 

Communication about the Initiative did not 
influence behavior nor lead to promotion of 

qualified products at the store level. 

Retailers initiated little promotion of qualified 
televisions, other than activities that the 

Initiative led or required. 

Manufacturers 

How did manufacturer behavior change as a 

result of the Initiative? 

The Initiative increased manufacturer 
awareness of efficiency specifications, but 

timing restricted influence on product design. 

How have manufacturer attitudes toward 

efficiency changed as a result of the 

Initiative?  

How has NEEA’s relationship with 

manufacturers changed as a result of the 

Initiative? 

Initiative 

Activities 

How did NEEA influence the development of 

ENERGY STAR TV specifications? 

NEEA contributed to more stringent 

ENERGY STAR specifications. 

Sales of Qualified 

Products 

How much did sales of qualified TVs in 
NEEA territory change as a result of the 

Initiative, in 2011? 

Sales data show in-store video promotion 
increased sales of top tier products, but 

outcomes of other efforts are inconclusive. 
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The following sections describe each key finding in more detail. Unless otherwise stated, all 

findings refer to events that took place in 2011.  

KEY FINDING #1 

The Initiative improved retailers’ awareness of, and attitude towards, energy 
efficiency and mid-stream efficiency initiatives 

An important research objective for this evaluation was to determine the extent to which 

retailers’ awareness of, and attitude toward, energy efficiency changed as a result of the 

Initiative. A variety of data collection activities indicate that, over the last three years, awareness 

of energy efficiency among all levels of retail staff has increased and attitudes toward efficiency 

have become more positive. Interview data provide strong evidence that the Initiative contributed 

to this change among retailers’ corporate staff, but played a lesser role in changes among store 

managers and sales associates.  

The findings also show that retailers value the Initiative and other mid-stream energy efficiency 

initiatives, and have adapted their organizational structures, staffing, and policies to 

accommodate participation requirements.  

As a result of the Initiative, retailers’ growing corporate-level focus on sustainability has 
come to include television energy efficiency 

Energy efficiency has become part of retailers’ business-as-usual practices, in concert with an 

attention to sustainability at the corporate level. This includes attention to resource efficiency, 

recycling, and conservation at the stores themselves, in addition to an increased use of energy 

efficiency labels like ENERGY STAR as a way to provide value to the consumer. All of the 

major chain retailers interviewed have staff members or consultants dedicated to achieving 

sustainability goals. One major chain retailer noted that, as a result of a company-wide focus, 

sustainability has become a consideration in his performance review. Reflecting this shift, nearly 

two-thirds of store managers (19 of 30) reported that their companies’ attitude toward energy 

efficiency had become more positive over the last three years.  

At the corporate level, major chain retailers reported increased knowledge of energy efficiency 

as a result of their participation in the Initiative. All retailers credited information the Initiative 

implementer provided with improving their familiarity with current and future ENERGY STAR 

television specifications. As one of the first and still the largest television efficiency initiative, 

the Initiative and the other BCE Alliance sponsors also piqued retailers’ interest in mid-stream 

incentive initiatives, and all major chain retailers reported that their companies were participating 

in ten to 15 television incentive initiatives in 2011. In reference to the Initiative, one major chain 

retailer reported that there was “lots of mindshare on this initiative” within the company, and that 

messages encouraging key employees to consider energy efficiency were “a regular drumbeat.”  
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Retailers have demonstrated a strong commitment to the Initiative and other mid-stream 
energy efficiency initiatives 

Retailers’ use of staff resources demonstrates their commitment to mid-stream efficiency 

initiatives. Two major retailers hired consultants to coordinate with, and help them take 

advantage of, efficiency initiatives, one of which has since created new corporate sustainability 

positions to bring that function in-house. Another major chain retailer reported involvement in a 

variety of industry groups concerned with television energy use, efforts the interviewee stated 

would not occur if the company was not involved with the Initiative.   

Retailers’ willingness to make exceptions to established policies for the Initiative and other 

members of the BCE Alliance further demonstrates their commitment to these initiatives. As 

described in Key Finding #7, below, some retailers provided the Initiative access to their video 

walls for free or in exchange for increased incentive allotments, rather than charging for time as 

they typically would. Retailers also demonstrated commitment to the initiative through their 

willingness to provide detailers access to stores during holiday blackout periods, when 

manufacturers’ detailers are ordinarily not allowed. Retailers’ corporate staff was also responsive 

to issues detailers raised regarding store access. For example, when a store manager refused 

entrance to an Initiative detailer, a corporate-level staff member instructed a colleague that, “this 

really can’t happen,” and became directly involved in resolving the issue.    

Explaining the value the company derives from the Initiative, an executive at one major chain 

retailer explained that mid-stream initiatives have the potential to benefit both retailers’ 

revenues, since qualified televisions typically had a higher selling price than other models, and 

their profits, through incentives. According to this retailer, “together, ENERGY STAR and the 

mid-stream initiatives make a perfect influencer on the business, both from top line [revenue] 

and bottom line profitability.”   

Correspondence in the Initiative’s Salesforce database indicated, in 2011, at least two major 

chain retailers expressed interested in expanding their engagement with efficiency initiative 

administrators beyond consumer electronics. Both retailers expressed interest in providing home 

energy audits, and one specified that it had Building Performance Institute-certified staff 

available to do so. Other efficiency initiatives in which these retailers expressed interest included 

expanded mid-stream initiatives in other categories, television and appliance recycling, and 

home energy management. One retailer suggested that it would be willing to share some of its 

energy-related consumer research with efficiency initiative implementers in exchange for access 

to implementers’ research on consumers and technologies. 

A “critical mass” of electronics-focused mid-stream initiatives is crucial in capturing 
retailers’ attention 

The combined incentives paid by the ten to 15 television efficiency initiatives in which most 

major chain retailers currently participate are critical to gaining retailer buy-in to NEEA’s 
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Initiative. Retailers emphasized that the scale of the incentives from the several initiatives was an 

important factor in their decision to participate in the Initiative and that single-funder initiatives 

were unlikely to have the same effect, a finding consistent with MPER #1. One retailer 

commented that an individual initiative,  with hundreds of thousands of dollars in incentives, 

“would get zero traction,” compared to the incentives paid by multiple initiatives, which are “a 

much larger amount and [thus] we can look to effect change.” 

Retailers have seen their revenue from the Initiative and other television efficiency initiatives 

decline since 2009 due to the increased stringency of the qualifying specification and a decrease 

in the per-unit incentive amount. Interviewees at one major chain retailer stated that declining 

incentive amounts make it more difficult to capture the attention of the merchants.  

Store-level attitude and awareness of efficiency have improved, but the Initiative’s 
influence is not apparent 

Increased awareness of, and positive attitudes toward, energy efficiency extend to the store level, 

but may not be a result of corporate directives or the Initiative. Two-thirds of store or department 

managers reported that their personal attitude toward energy efficiency had become increasingly 

positive over the past few years. In-store research conducted for this MPER also found an 

improvement in sales associates’ attitudes towards efficiency, compared against a 2009 baseline 

study that Opinion Dynamics Corporation conducted for NEEA (ODC 2009). Sales associates 

interviewed for this evaluation were more likely to indicate that energy efficient televisions 

function better than non-energy efficient televisions, and researchers judged sales associates’ 

attitude towards energy-efficiency to be more positive than in the baseline study.3 There was no 

statistical difference between the findings of this evaluation and the 2009 baseline on the other 

eight metrics for which comparisons were made. 

In addition to improved attitudes, nearly two-thirds of store or department managers reported that 

employee awareness of energy efficiency had increased over the last few years. Consistent with 

this assessment, nearly half of sales associates were easily able to locate energy efficient 

televisions in response to researchers’ requests during store visits. Nonetheless, in identifying 

efficient televisions, store visit data suggest that sales associates draw on ENERGY STAR and 

Energy Guide labels to a greater extent than Initiative signage or training. Among all sales 

associates, three-quarters reported being aware of ENERGY STAR, compared to one-third who 

were aware of the Initiative. In-store observations suggest, however, that messaging based on 

cost savings, like the Energy Guide stickers, may not be an effective way to promote efficient 

                                                
3  A Pearson chi-square test showed sales associates interviewed for this evaluation were more likely to 

indicate that energy efficient televisions function better than non-energy efficient televisions, than 
associates interviewed in the baseline study (X2 =6.43, p<.05). A Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test for 

independent samples showed sales associates interviewed for this evaluation had a more positive attitude 

towards energy efficiency that associates interviewed in the baseline study (U=7.31, p<.001). 
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televisions. Referencing the Energy Guide, three sales associates indicated the energy cost 

savings of efficient televisions over inefficient televisions were minimal. Key Finding #3, below, 

includes additional details on sales associates’ promotion of efficient televisions. 

Managers attributed the improvement in attitudes toward, and knowledge of, efficiency at the 

store level to a variety of factors not directly related to the Initiative. Managers cited an increase 

in customer awareness of energy efficiency as a factor influencing both their attitudes and sales 

associates’ knowledge (presumably an increase in customer awareness prompts sales associates’ 

to increase their knowledge in order to respond to questions on the sales floor). Managers also 

credited their personal commitment to sustainability for their improved attitudes and noted that 

employee training, primarily delivered online, has contributed to sales associates increased 

knowledge of efficiency. Interviews with corporate staff at participating retailers suggested that 

online training focused on ENERGY STAR and energy efficiency generally, rather than 

specifically on the Initiative. 

KEY FINDING #2 

The Initiative influenced retailers’ assortment decisions, but the amount of 
influence is unquantifiable and difficult to evaluate 

One of the most important expected outcomes of the Initiative is the exertion of influence on a 

retailer’s assortment decision, such that the assortment includes more televisions meeting the 

Initiative’s efficiency specification than it would in the absence of the Initiative. The Initiative’s 

ability to exert this influence is necessary to its success, as influence on assortment is theorized 

as the causal link between the Initiative’s activities and two of its key goals: increasing sales of 

qualified televisions and influencing manufacturers to design more energy efficient televisions. 

Abundant anecdotal evidence confirms that the Initiative succeeded in influencing retailers to 

consider its qualification criteria during their assortment decision-making. However, the 

assortment decision-making process is complex and critically important to the retailers’ financial 

success. These factors limit the Initiative’s potential for influence, make it impossible to quantify 

the extent of the Initiative’s influence, and introduce barriers to evaluation.  

The assortment decision-making process is complex 

The assortment decision is not one but many decisions, made over the course of four months or 

longer. During the assortment decision-making process, retail “merchants” select between 45 and 

300 television models that will appear on their shelves over the next year, from the hundreds, if 

not thousands of models available from manufacturers. The nature of the negotiation between 

retailers and manufacturers is confidential and none of the interview subjects, on either side, 

would provide specific details. 
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At major chain retailers, merchants in the television business unit are primarily responsible for 

assortment decision-making, although they must gain buy-in from more senior executives on 

their assortment choices. Other groups within a retailer’s organization, including sustainability 

staff, provide input on the assortment but are not involved in final decision-making. Merchants 

begin developing the coming year’s television assortment in the fall, when they travel to Asia to 

meet with manufacturers and learn about available models. Over the following months, 

merchants analyze the information manufacturers provide and negotiate with manufacturers to 

refine details related to the product designs, price points, and availability. Merchants typically 

finalize their assortment decisions early in the calendar year, and most new models enter stores 

between March and May.  

Merchants weigh many factors in making their assortment decisions. One interviewee said 

balancing all of the considerations is like putting together a jigsaw puzzle with “ten or twelve 

really big pieces.” According to one interview, a key challenge for merchants is to “predict what 

televisions customers are going to want to buy…half-a-year before those televisions even get 

into the store.” Merchants rely on their own research to inform them about the television features 

that are important to consumers, and make their assortment decisions accordingly. Key features 

include the television’s brand, technical features like Internet connectivity, appearance, and cost.  

Merchants also consider a variety of factors that are not visible to consumers, but may be even 

more influential in their assortment decisions. Primary among these are the security of the 

product supply chain and the likelihood that disruptions will affect product availability. Two 

interviewees noted that it is very important to retailers to avoid promoting products that are 

ultimately not available to consumers. Merchants at smaller retail chains or independent stores 

may also consider a manufacturer’s distribution practices. One such interviewee said their 

organization avoids assorting models that major chains or online sellers are likely to offer at deep 

discounts and instead favors models subject to policies that prevent retailers from lowering the 

price below a defined level. 

Yet another factor merchants must consider is the profit margin on each model, a factor 

influenced in part by manufacturers’ desire to gain a greater share of the retailer’s assortment, 

better positioning on the sales floor, and increased promotion. Manufacturers may offer 

discounts to retailers who assort certain combinations of models or provide “market development 

funds” as an incentive for retailers to assort particular models or a particular number of models, 

or promote their products in certain ways.  

Meeting Initiative specifications is a consideration in assortment decision-making, but 
not the primary factor 

The Initiative carried out two key activities with the intention of influencing retailers’ assortment 

decisions: informing retailers about upcoming television qualification criteria and providing 

incentives for sales of qualified televisions. The review of initiative data and interviews with key 
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market players confirm that retailers used the information and incentives provided by the 

Initiative to influence merchants’ assortment decisions. 

Everyone interviewed for this evaluation was well informed of the Initiative’s efficiency 

specification, expressed cordial familiarity with the Initiative implementer, and appeared to 

understand NEEA’s objectives. Retailers reported receiving the qualification criteria in a timely 

manner and in a clear format that they were able to use within their organization. Retailers’ 

sustainability executives are the Initiative’s primary point of contact, and act as liaisons between 

the retailer and efficiency initiatives. Sustainability executives reported that in 2011, they took 

actions to influence merchants’ assortment decisions, including making presentations to 

merchants, sending emails to inform merchants of initiative criteria, and responding to 

merchants’ questions about qualified models. Email communications between retailers and the 

Initiative implementer, logged in the Salesforce database, provide further evidence of these 

activities. 

Interviews also confirmed that the Initiative’s relationship with retailers resulted in influence on 

the assortment decision that would not have occurred otherwise. A sustainability executive at a 

major chain retailer noted that without the Initiative, “There wouldn’t be the influence from our 

team, even if we tried, to the merchants to get them to assort more energy efficient televisions. 

They would go about their business as normal and look at whatever features and product 

attributes they deem most important.”   

From a financial perspective, three major chain retailers allocated whole or partial credit for 

Initiative incentive dollars to the merchants’ business unit, making television assortment 

decision-makers the direct beneficiaries of the Initiative’s incentive dollars. Interviewees noted 

that television merchants are committed to maximizing the profitability of their business unit. As 

one sustainability executive commented, “The merchants, as much as we would like them to, 

don’t care about anything other than their bottom line.” The allocation of incentives within the 

retailers’ organizations, and the importance of profitability to television merchants, suggest the 

conditions necessary for the Initiative’s influence were met. 

Interviewees stated explicitly that merchants did consider whether a product met the Initiative’s 

efficiency qualifications during their assortment process. However, interviewees were also 

unanimous in stating that a television’s qualification status was never the primary decision-

making factor. Other product characteristics, including supply chain security, features, and the 

value to the customer took priority. A television merchant at a major chain retailer explained the 

Initiative’s efficiency criteria “Play into our decision, if a manufacturer says ‘ours doesn’t meet 

it,’ and another vendor has the latest certification, it influences us. It’s not a check-off on a sheet 

where we won’t buy without it.” A sustainability executive at a major chain retailer commented 

that the company’s merchants “Want to be made aware of what products meet what energy 

efficiency standards when they look and bring products into the assortment. That does not mean 

that energy efficiency is the number one or the driving factor on what makes it into the 
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assortment, but it does mean that it is a consideration. It’s an item that they look at when they 

make those decisions.”  

The complexity and proprietary nature of the decision-making process make it 
impossible to quantify influence on assortment 

Although the Initiative succeeded in becoming one input to retailers’ assortment decisions, its 

influence cannot be quantified and faces serious evaluation hurdles. Interviewees were unable to 

provide any information that would support a quantification of Initiative influence. None of the 

interviewees would speculate how often the Initiative specification was a factor, or even the key 

factor, in a merchant’s decision-making process. One sustainability executive, when asked this 

question, responded simply, “It’s in there. Not never.” Another interviewee speculated on the use 

of the Initiative qualification as a tiebreaker, stating that, “If [merchants] could look at three 

televisions and all things are equal between them . . . but maybe one is more energy efficient, 

maybe we assort that one over the less efficient one. That's our hope and goal. Does it always 

happen, of course not.”  

Retailers treat the precise methods they use to weigh each of the factors they consider in their 

assortment decisions as proprietary information, another barrier to evaluation. Major chain 

retailers have assortment “grids,” typically spreadsheets for tracking television models and their 

features. One retailer stated their company uses a spreadsheet with more than one hundred fields, 

which the merchants and manufacturers’ sales staff populates for every product under 

consideration. The request by evaluators to review these grids was not met. One retailer uses an 

algorithm to weigh the many factors under consideration, but said it is a closely guarded secret. 

An interviewee commented that, “Pursuit of confirmation of what that algorithm is would be 

futile. I work [there], and they won’t even tell me. . . It’s like asking for the secret combination 

for how to make Coca-Cola. They’re just not going to tell you.”  

A final challenge to evaluation is retailers’ unwillingness to allow access to the decision-makers 

themselves, the merchants. Two retailers granted evaluators interviews with their merchants. 

Another retailer said merchants at their company “Have asked that they not be exposed to the 

initiative sponsors or their agents for the initiatives.” Although evaluators submitted questions to 

merchants via email, the retailers did not provide answers. 

KEY FINDING #3 

Communication about the Initiative did not influence store/department manager 
or sales associate behavior, nor lead to increased promotion of qualified 
products at the store level 

One of the Initiative’s expected short-term outcomes is that consumers and sales associates will 

be able to identify the most energy efficient televisions. Since the Initiative does very little 
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consumer-directed marketing and provides no formal training for sales associates, the 

achievement of this outcome is contingent on the ability of retailers to educate sales associates 

(who in turn educate consumers) and the effectiveness of Initiative point-of-purchase (POP) 

materials. 

The Initiative’s design provides two channels for information about the Initiative to reach store 

managers and sales associates: from a retailer’s corporate headquarters and from the Initiative’s 

detailers. Findings from multiple data collection efforts show neither distribution channel has 

been effective at informing store-level staff about the Initiative, nor motivating them to promote 

qualified televisions. However, store managers and sales associates demonstrated an increased 

knowledge of, and increasingly positive attitude toward, energy efficiency in general, and 

interviews suggested both managers and associates are open to a higher level of engagement with 

the Initiative. 

Despite communication from the corporate level, store-level staff have only moderate 
awareness of the Initiative 

At least two major chain retailers reported attempting to educate store managers and sales 

associates about the Initiative. These retailers reported using email newsletters and their 

corporate intranet to inform store-level staff about the Initiative. One retailer provided details and 

examples of their communication, noting that, in 2011, an article about the Initiative appeared 

twice annually in an employee newsletter and that it included a link to a two-and-a-half-page 

information sheet with details about the Initiative and a list of the benefits of ENERGY STAR 

televisions. Both retailers reported offering sales associates online training modules about 

ENERGY STAR and energy efficiency and noted that their sales associates regularly 

participated in online trainings created by manufacturers and specific to their products.  

One interviewee hoped information about the Initiative would motivate sales associates to 

include energy efficiency among the many topics they were required to discuss with customers, 

and commented that “It would be a win for [sales associates] to even just identify the sign on the 

television, maybe not even talk to the customer about it, but bring them to that TV… [Sales 

associates] have a million things they have to talk about, and in our business, we would be 

foolish to think that energy efficiency is going to trump the number of HDMI inputs or the 

picture quality.”  

Despite the communication efforts corporate retail interviewees reported, interviews with store 

and electronics department managers revealed only moderate awareness of the Initiative. Forty 

percent of store managers were unaware of the Initiative. Among the 60% who were aware of the 

Initiative, none recalled receiving any information or directives from their corporate 

headquarters. Rather, store and department managers most frequently reported that the 

Initiative’s detailers were the source of their information about the Initiative, with just over half 

of managers (56%) who were aware of the Initiative mentioning detailers. 
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The communication breakdown continued from store/department managers to sales associates. 

About one-third of managers who were aware of the Initiative (17% of all managers interviewed) 

reported encouraging sales associates to mention the Initiative to customers. However, during 59 

in-store mystery-shopping visits to participating retailers in NEEA territory, none of the sales 

associates interviewed mentioned the Initiative unprompted. When researchers asked which 

features were important to consider when selecting a television, one in five sales associates 

mentioned energy efficiency, fewer mentions than all other features except durability.  

Detailers effectively inform store management about the Initiative, but do not reach sales 
associates 

In 2011, Initiative detailers visited each participating major chain retail location about six times, 

with minor chain and independent retail stores receiving slightly fewer visits. Detailers reported 

talking to at least one person at 89% of visits. 

The detailers’ store visits appear to be an effective approach to educating store management 

about the Initiative, as noted above. However, detailer visits were not effective at increasing 

sales associates’ knowledge of the Initiative. Fewer than 20% of sales associates reported 

interacting with an Initiative detailer. During the store visits conducted for this evaluation, sales 

associates who interacted with a detailer were no more likely to mention ENERGY STAR, the 

Initiative, or the benefits of energy efficiency unprompted, nor did they demonstrate greater 

knowledge of the Initiative than sales associates who had not interacted with a detailer. 

Allocation of Initiative incentives to stores did not influence manager or associate 
behavior 

Two major chain retailers reported crediting individual store’s profit and loss statements for sales 

of qualified products, effectively passing through incentive dollars paid on those products. Since 

store managers and sales associates at these retailers benefit financially from the store’s overall 

profitability, this approach to incentive allocation suggests store-level staff should be motivated 

to increase sales of qualified products. However, surveys and store visits showed that managers 

and sales associates at these stores did not display greater awareness of the Initiative than their 

counterparts at other retailers.  

KEY FINDING #4 

The Initiative increased manufacturer awareness of efficiency qualification 
criteria but timing restricted influence on product design  

The Initiative logic model stipulates two sources of influence on television manufacturers, both 

of which the Initiative anticipates will lead manufacturers to produce television models that meet 

the Initiative’s energy efficiency qualification criteria. According to the logic model, the 
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Initiative implementer will engage directly with manufacturers to inform them of the Initiative 

efficiency criteria. The Initiative also anticipates that it will influence retailers, who work closely 

with manufacturers when making assortment decisions, to request qualifying televisions from 

those manufacturers.  

Interviews with manufacturers and retailers, and a review of the Initiative implementers’ email 

correspondence, show that both the implementer and retailers engaged with manufacturers as 

expected. The Initiative’s impact on product design is less clear. Although criteria information 

appeared to reach the appropriate personnel, the timing likely limited its impact, arriving after 

products had already been designed for the coming year. Further, the evaluators’ lack of access 

to product design decision-makers and the confidential nature of the retailer/manufacturer 

relationship limited the ability for evaluation. 

Manufacturers engaged with criteria provided by the Initiative’s implementer  

Interviews and initiative documentation confirm that the Initiative implementer informed 

manufacturers of upcoming Initiative criteria in the fall, prior to the start of retailers’ assortment 

decision-making process. In fact, one retailer noted its manufacturer contacts tended to learn 

about the new Initiative criteria before the retailer did.  

Interviews further suggest that detailed information about the Initiative and its criteria reached 

people within the manufacturers’ organizations who make decisions about product design and 

promotion. As with retailers, the Initiative’s primary points of contact with manufacturers are 

typically individuals involved in sustainability or regulatory affairs who are based in the U.S. In 

interviews, these individuals stated that they shared information on Initiative criteria with the 

manufacturers’ staff in Asia, whose functions include product design, engineering, 

environmental issues, sales, and marketing.  

All manufacturers reported their overseas design and engineering teams are accustomed to 

designing products to meet voluntary specifications, including ENERGY STAR. Anecdotal 

evidence suggests these teams engaged with the Initiative criteria and gave them serious 

consideration. Interviewees reported fielding questions from the overseas teams regarding the 

source of the criteria, how it was determined, why it was so aggressive, and the potential 

business impacts of meeting or failing to meet it. Manufacturers also reported a desire to 

understand how retailers use Initiative incentives. Further indicating the consideration that 

manufacturers’ design teams gave to Initiative criteria, another manufacturer recalled that, in a 

previous year, when the company did not receive the Initiative criteria until January, the overseas 

research and development team reached out specifically to ask about the criteria levels. 
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Retailers asked manufacturers about efficiency levels and indicated that qualified models 
are more desirable 

As discussed above, negotiations between retailers and manufacturers over retailers’ television 

assortments are highly confidential. Interviewees on both sides would only share generalities. 

However, interviews with both parties indicated that, in discussions connected to the assortment 

decision-making process in the fall, retailers sought to determine which television models were 

likely to meet Initiative criteria. Interview findings further suggest that retailers conveyed to 

manufacturers that meeting the Initiative criteria increased the desirability of a television model.  

Merchants at one major chain retailer said the information the Initiative provided to them “forces 

us to look” at energy efficiency, “and ask manufacturers, what ENERGY STAR qualified 

products do you have?” A leading manufacturer confirmed that at least one major retailer had 

asked for information on the energy efficiency levels of all of their television models.  

Nonetheless, retailer contacts reported that information on energy use of television models is 

often difficult to obtain from manufacturers. One retailer reported that “Manufacturers can be a 

little vague with their specs, in terms of energy usage or features. Since we know what ENERGY 

STAR specs are, we are more knowledgeable in terms of asking a vendor.” In order to determine 

which televisions are likely to qualify for Initiative incentives, sustainability staff at one retailer 

reported working with manufacturers’ regulatory and sustainability staff, and at times directly 

with their engineers, in parallel to merchants’ efforts to work with manufacturers’ sales staff. A 

contact at this retailer stated that the parallel efforts of sustainability staff and television 

merchants allowed the retailer to “exert pressure [on manufacturers] from two different places.”   

A manufacturer contact reported an anecdote that illustrates retailer sustainability executives’ 

efforts to influence assortment decisions and potentially product design and certification. This 

manufacturer stated that, in the fall of 2012, a sustainability executive from one retailer had 

circumvented the typical chain of communication by making direct contact with the account 

manager at the manufacturer’s company. According to this manufacturer contact, the retailer 

sought to discuss the Initiative’s efficiency criteria for 2013.  

The interviewed retailers indicated that qualifying for Initiative incentives increases the 

desirability of a television model, and one reported using the Initiative criteria as a negotiating 

tool with manufacturers, saying, “We’ve leveraged it competitively, ‘Brand A has [qualified 

models] and you don’t.’” Consistent with this retailer’s comments, one manufacturer stated that 

his company reflects on the potential effects of not meeting energy efficiency specifications 

(including the Initiative’s), asking itself, “How much are [retailers] going to pressure us? Will it 

affect their order with us?” This manufacturer said it seeks to meet a specification if it judges 

that not meeting the specification will result in exclusion from the retailer’s assortment. 

Manufacturers commented that interest in energy efficiency varies by retailer, with some 

retailers exerting more pressure and greater demand for efficient televisions than others. 

Interview findings also suggest that retailers with greater television market share are better able 
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to influence manufacturers. A contact at one major chain stated that, when their company “tells 

the manufacturer something, they will do it.” Consistent with this retailer’s assessment, a contact 

from one manufacturer said “when our biggest customers ask questions, we don’t ignore it.” 

Buying groups believe they have less ability to influence television manufacturers than major 

chain retailers. One buying group interviewee commented that, “A company like Samsung is 

kind of like Apple. You are forced to do whatever they want you to do.”   

Manufacturers also vary in their corporate commitment to energy efficiency. One manufacturer 

noted their company aims to qualify 100% of their televisions as ENERGY STAR and recalled 

exerting pressure on retailers to use efficiency as a sales tool, rather than the reverse.  

Manufacturers received specifications too late in the product development cycle to 
substantially influence product design 

Retailers do not ask manufacturers to make changes to product designs in the course of their 

assortment discussions. Not only does this appear to be outside the scope of the manufacturer-

retailer assortment negotiations, but the timing of the Initiative’s criteria release is out of sync 

with the television design cycle.  

To some extent, manufacturers now design, produce, and distribute televisions throughout the 

year. However design begins for the majority of products in the spring, and manufacturers 

determine a model’s targeted efficiency level at the beginning of the design process. When 

retailers and manufacturers receive the Initiative’s criteria for the coming year, in the fall, it is 

largely too late for manufacturers to substantially redesign the following year’s televisions. The 

models that manufacturers show to retailers in the fall are already in pre-production. At this 

stage, interviewees described any changes to television models as “last-minute,” “tweaking,” or 

“optimizing,” and more likely to include firmware rather than hardware changes. Manufacturers 

release model details to the public in January at the Consumer Electronics Show, at roughly the 

same time full-scale production begins on the first of the new years’ models, which will arrive at 

retail in late winter and early spring.  

One retailer described the company’s interactions with manufacturers saying, “We don’t really 

have the ability to say, ‘hey, can you redesign this one so that it does meet this particular 

standard?’ That discussion needs to happen much sooner in the year.” This contact reported that 

the company is in communication with manufacturers throughout the year, and that energy 

efficiency is one of many topics they raise with manufacturers in the spring, when discussing 

features they would like to see in upcoming assortments. “So we do use that [energy efficiency] 

information, but it’s not in the fall at the point of selection, it’s when we’re trying to influence 

the next generation of televisions.” 
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KEY FINDING #5 

NEEA contributed to more stringent ENERGY STAR specifications 

Voluntary energy efficiency specifications drive efficiency in televisions by setting energy use 

targets that manufacturers strive to meet with some, or even all, of their product designs. The 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) ENERGY STAR is the predominant voluntary 

specification in the U.S. for most consumer products, including televisions, and the basis for the 

Initiative’s qualification criteria. Because of the role of ENERGY STAR specifications in setting 

targets for product design and the ENERGY STAR label in helping consumers identify efficient 

products, stringent ENERGY STAR specifications for televisions are important to the Initiative’s 

efforts to increase the overall efficiency of televisions in the marketplace. Reflecting this 

importance, the Initiative’s logic model states that NEEA will participate in industry discussions 

related to standard setting in order to advocate for more stringent specifications. 

NEEA seeks to ensure that efficiency specifications recognize only the most efficient televisions 

in the market by participating in industry discussions and in EPA’s specification development 

process. Interviews with EPA staff, an analysis of public comments by NEEA and other 

stakeholders, and retailer correspondence from the Initiative’s Salesforce database indicate that 

NEEA’s involvement in the specification development process contributed to a more stringent 

ENERGY STAR specification. 

NEEA and the BCE Alliance influenced more stringent ENERGY STAR TV specifications 

In the past few years, ENERGY STAR struggled to keep up with rapid technological changes in 

the television market. Dramatic year-over-year decreases in television energy use and infrequent 

specification updates meant that, by the time a new specification became effective, many 

products on the market already met it. In fact, the proportion of ENERGY STAR qualified 

television models often exceeded the 25% of models that EPA seeks to recognize with new 

specifications. EPA sought to remedy this in April 2011, when it began developing the Version 

6.0 specification for televisions, five months before another new specification, Version 5.3, took 

effect. EPA, explaining its reasons for speeding up the specification development process, 

suggested the soon-to-take-effect Version 5.3 was not stringent enough, as more than one-third 

of currently qualified ENERGY STAR products already met it.  

EPA staff credit the involvement of NEEA and its BCE Alliance partners with allowing EPA to 

implement stringent ENERGY STAR specifications in the face of opposition from the 

electronics industry. EPA staff reported that NEEA was one of the few stakeholders advocating 

for more stringent standards and stated that NEEA’s involvement helped EPA to counter the 

arguments of other industry entities, who claimed that stringent specifications would result in too 

narrow a selection of qualified products. According to an interviewee, EPA “probably would not 

have wound up with as stringent a specification if it weren’t for [NEEA].” EPA staff stated that 

NEEA’s support for more stringent standards had been particularly important in the development 
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of the Version 4 and 5 specifications, in 2009 and 2010, but “NEEA and the other utilities were 

integral to our Version 6.0 specification process,” in 2011, as well. 

Analysis of public comments made by NEEA and other stakeholders in response to the first draft 

of the Version 6.0 specification revealed two concrete areas in which NEEA influenced the 

specification. First, NEEA was the only commenter to encourage EPA to continue to gather 

information on the energy use impacts of internet connectivity. EPA accepted NEEA’s 

suggestion, despite concerns other stakeholders raised that doing so would increase 

manufacturer’s certification testing costs. Second, EPA accepted NEEA’s suggestion to 

distinguish between direct- and edge-lit LED televisions in its database. Other stakeholders did 

not address this issue in their comments. 

Because of the Initiative, one retailer tracked qualified products and pressured 
manufacturers to submit qualified models 

The Initiative’s Salesforce database provides evidence that, in 2011, the Initiative motivated at 

least one major chain retailer to pressure manufacturers to submit some models for ENERGY 

STAR qualification that they would not otherwise have submitted, and to submit other models 

earlier in the year. In one instance, this retailer identified models that a manufacturer had not 

submitted for ENERGY STAR qualification, although identical models for the commercial 

market were qualified. Because of an upcoming specification change, the manufacturer could no 

longer submit the models the retailer identified, but the retailer stated that, in the future, it “will 

get our merchants to apply influence to change this.”  

This retailer also asked its merchants to pressure manufacturers to submit models for 

qualification sooner than they might have done otherwise. In its requests to merchants, the 

retailer informed merchants how much efficiency initiative incentive money they would forgo 

each month if televisions that met Initiative criteria remained off of the ENERGY STAR 

qualified product list. Correspondence between the Initiative and the retailer suggest the retailer 

tracked the ENERGY STAR qualified product list over the course of the year as specifications 

changed to ensure models the retailer believed would meet the Initiative criteria appeared on the 

ENERGY STAR list.  

As EPA’s decision to begin developing the ENERGY STAR Version 6.0 specification illustrates, 

the proportion of television models on the qualified product list is one input to EPA’s decision to 

begin developing a new specification. As a result, the Initiative’s role in motivating 

manufacturers to qualify televisions (via the retailer mentioned above) likely also motivated EPA 

to update its specification.  
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KEY FINDING #6 

The evaluation documented the Initiative’s impact on television sales in two 
specific scenarios 

An implicit Initiative goal is to increase sales of qualified televisions in NEEA territory. 

Initiative theory suggests qualified television sales will increase as a result of several short-term 

and mid-term outcomes. Increased sales of qualified televisions are also a necessary contributor 

to the Initiative’s long-term goal of energy savings.  

In two cases, statistical analysis showed an increase in sales of qualified televisions resulting 

from Initiative activities. An Initiative-produced video, aired at all stores in one major chain, 

increased sales of top-tier televisions. Across all retailers, an increase in the proportion of 

qualified televisions in a retailers’ assortment increased the proportion of sales of qualified 

televisions. 

All other quantitative analyses of sales data were inconclusive and were complicated by two 

factors. A lack of sales data and product characteristics limited the potential for statistical 

analysis and the Initiative’s current initiative design does not result in the regional variation 

necessary to measure impact using a quasi-experimental approach.  

Two Initiative activities led to an increase in sales of qualified televisions  

Statistical analysis showed evidence that an Initiative promotional effort increased sales of top-

tier televisions4. One participating retailer played an Initiative-produced video on in-store video 

walls in its stores during alternating months of 2011 (February, April, June, August, October, 

and November). Top-tier TV sales increased 3% in months when the video played, compared to 

months when it did not (11% of total sales compared to 8%)5. A similar influence was not found 

on sales of lower-tier6  televisions or on sales of qualified televisions overall. Nor did the 

analysis show a relationship between sales of lower- and top-tier televisions at these stores.  

While these results may at first appear contradictory, changes in assortment provide one possible 

explanation. Starting in May and continuing until October, the proportion of top-tier televisions 

in the retailer’s assortment remained constant but the proportion of lower-tier televisions 

decreased. This suggests that the change in lower-tier assortment may be masking any effect of 

                                                
4  Top-Tier TVs in 2011 were ENERGY STAR 5 + 20% televisions. 

5  A repeated measures t-test (t(49)=-8.1, p<.0001) was used to compare the averaged proportion of sales of 

top-tier TVs, by store, in months when the video did and did not play. Sales in November and December 
were excluded because the video played in both months and did not follow the alternating-month pattern 

found during the rest of the year.  

6  Lower-tier televisions in 2011 were ENERGY STAR 5 televisions. 
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the promotional video7. The first appearance of Energy Guide labels (in May 2011) may also 

have impacted buyer behavior.  

A second Initiative impact demonstrated by analysis of sales data is direct relationship between 

television assortment and sales, with a 1% increase in assortment leading to a 1.3% increase in 

sales of qualified products8. This finding verifies the Initiative’s theory. When considered 

together with Key Finding #1, which argues that the Initiative was successful at influencing 

retailers’ assortment decisions, this suggests the Initiative contributed, indirectly, to an increase 

in sales of qualified televisions.  

Intended analytical approaches proved challenging to implement 

Evaluators pursued four analytical approaches, each requiring specific inputs in order to enable 

comparisons and rule out any non-Initiative influences. The first approach compared the 

proportion of qualified television sales in the months immediately before and after the Initiative 

criteria changed (November/December vs. January/February), on the hypothesis that retailers 

would shift their promotional efforts following the shift in incentive dollars, resulting in a 

decrease in sales of televisions that no longer qualified for an incentive. Two factors curtailed 

this approach. First, the Initiative’s sales data lack information on non-energy related television 

features like unit sale price. Second, retailers assort low-priced televisions specifically for the 

holiday period, an unanticipated finding from interviews, which would likely mask any potential 

Initiative influence. Further, store-level findings showed little knowledge or activity of the type 

necessary to support the hypothesis that retailers would shift promotional activities in response to 

new Initiative criteria. For example, store managers reported they did not track which televisions 

models were qualified and did not promote qualified products beyond allowing detailers to place 

POP. Detailers reported the Initiative’s POP materials were often completely missing when they 

arrived at stores, and usually did not make their first visit of the year to adjust POP placement to 

the criteria change, until late January or February. 

In the second approach, evaluators attempted to compare the proportion of qualified television 

sales for same-chain participating and nonparticipating stores. This approach required detailed 

characteristics for all stores in order to make comparisons between similar participating and 

nonparticipating stores. The approach also required sales data from nonparticipating stores at the 

same level of detail as those received from participating stores. Only one major chain supplied 

nonparticipating sales data. Although full category data were supplied, they were at the year and 

state levels (for example, total 2011 sales in Florida). This aggregated data limited the potential 

                                                
7  The on-off monthly design of the video pilot restricted the evaluation team’s ability to statistically control 

for monthly assortment differences for lower-tier and nonqualified television models. Since assortment held 
constant for top-tier televisions, the evaluation team was able to compare the average proportion of top-tier 

televisions sold while the video played to the average proportion while the video did not play. 

8  A random effects model showed a significant effect of assortment on the proportion of qualified TVs sold. 
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for statistical analyses to a simple comparison of the average proportion of qualified televisions 

sold in 2011 by the chain’s stores in NEEA territory versus stores in the three nonparticipating 

states. This comparison showed a higher proportion of qualified televisions sold in the 

nonparticipating states than in NEEA territory (54% compared to 49%). However, the 

comparison lacks face validity because evaluators could not control for factors anticipated to 

have impact on sales such as regional promotional activities, seasonal differences, and store-level 

characteristics.  

The third approach was a comparison of the proportion of qualified television sales during 

periods of Initiative promotional activity (above and beyond POP placement) to periods without 

promotional activity. For this approach evaluators required the dates and locations of 

promotional activities, a description of the activity, and a non-promotional period with enough 

similarity to the promotional period that it could be judged to control for other possible 

influences on television sales. One promotional activity was found to be suitable for this 

analysis: the airing of a 15-second promotional video on in-store video walls, the results of 

which are described above.  

In the fourth approach, evaluators intended to compare the proportion of qualified television 

sales of major chain stores to minor chain and non-chain stores. The small data sample size and 

the lack of sales dates prevented this analysis. Although some minor and non-chain stores 

provided full category data, many provided only partial year data for 2011, disqualifying many 

potential statistical comparisons. Additionally, buying groups typically provided the sales data 

for minor and non-chain stores, rather than the stores themselves and thus the date-of-sale 

included with each unit was date the unit shipped from the buying group to the store, not the 

date-of-sale to the customer. Lacking a probable estimate for the length of turnover for these 

units, evaluators could not accurately compare sales between major chain and non-major chain 

stores. 

Initiative design limits regional variation, ability to measure impact on sales 

The Initiative focuses on building relationships with national retail chains and conducts limited 

regional activities, other than detailer visits. As noted in MPER #1, retail chains determine 

product assortment nationally, with little regional variation. Thus the Initiative’s influence on 

assortment affected the energy efficiency of televisions available nationally, not just in NEEA 

territory. This spillover effect benefits consumers but is detrimental to evaluators’ ability to 

measure the Initiative’s impact.  

The Initiative’s influence on qualified television sales can only be measured using a quasi-

experimental design approach (a comparison of sales data from participating and 

nonparticipating stores) when unique programmatic activities occur at stores within NEEA 

territory. Data collected for this evaluation provide new evidence of the consistency in execution 

among stores in retail chains, further supporting the importance of regional, store-level activities 

to the quantitative evaluation effort. 
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Store manager interviews showed few chain stores have autonomy over assortment, stocking or 

promotional activities. Sales data showed the proportion of qualified televisions sold by same-

chain stores changed in similar ways, either increasing or decreasing from year to year, from 

2010 to 2012. Figure 3 provides a visual representation of these changes, with each point 

representing a single store and the color denoting the store’s chain. Points of the same color 

cluster together with few outliers, showing that chain stores perform similarly to one another and 

thus that execution is consistent within a chain. There is almost no overlap among the color/chain 

clusters, showing that the four major chains perform differently from one another. 

Figure 3: Differences in the Proportion of Qualified Television Sales by Retailer, 2010-2012  

 

Results show that the majority of stores decreased sales of qualified televisions from 2010 to 

2011 (all stores in the left two quadrants in Figure 3). The high proportion of qualified 

televisions sold in 2010 (81%) partially explains the decrease in sales for the bulk of stores in 

these two quadrants. As the specifications became more stringent in 2011 and 2012, sales of 

qualified televisions decreased. In contrast to the other three retailers, most of Retailer 1 stores 

increased sales of qualified televisions in 2012. The clustering of same-chain stores suggests 

good store-level execution of a chain’s planogram. This, in turn, suggests that current Initiative  

logic influences national behavior, limiting the measurability of Initiative impact regionally.   
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KEY FINDING #7 

Retailers initiated little promotion of qualified televisions, other than activities the 
Initiative led or required  

The Initiative’s logic anticipates that retailers will promote qualified televisions in order to 

increase the number of qualified products they sell and thus collect more incentive dollars. This 

evaluation sought to determine whether retailers initiated promotional activities independent of 

the Initiative as a way to document the Initiative’s influence and as an input to analysis of the 

sales data.  

Initiative documentation and retailer interviews indicate that retailers were responsive to 

Initiative-led efforts to promote qualified televisions. However, retailers’ efforts to promote 

qualified models independent of the Initiative were limited.  

Retailers cooperated with Initiative-led promotional activities 

At the corporate level, retailers demonstrated commitment to the Initiative in cooperating with 

Initiative-led promotions of qualified products, in some cases providing resources or making 

exceptions to policies. All retailers supported the Initiative detailers’ entry into stores to place 

POP materials. Two major chain retailers ran an Initiative-produced promotional video on their 

in-store video walls. One retailer worked closely with NEEA to solicit a feature article about the 

Initiative in the New York Times. 

Retailers’ value of detailers’ role did not result in high rates of POP retention 

Retailers place a high value on the role of energy efficiency initiative detailers. At the 2012 

ENERGY STAR Partner Meeting, a retailer panel including representatives from Best Buy, 

Lowe’s, and Home Depot was asked what they value about energy efficiency initiatives. The 

first item the panelists mentioned was detailers, who were appreciated for their role in educating 

customers about energy efficiency. In an interview conducted for this evaluation, one retailer 

supported this assessment, noting that the Initiative’s detailers provide valuable information to 

sales associates, saying “when they work with our stores directly and provide educational 

material to our associates, it can lead to more conversations with customers,” which are 

presumed to increase customers’ knowledge and lead to a sale. 

Despite detailers’ value to retailers, Initiative detailers reported that POP materials were no 

longer attached to any of the qualified televisions on display at 61% of the stores they visited in 

2011. Across all 2011 visits, detailers found that 76% of qualified televisions did not carry 

Initiative POP, even when the detailers had labeled the models on the previous visit.  
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Retailers initiated little in-store promotion of qualified products  

Most retailers made little effort to promote qualified products in their stores, independent of 

Initiative-led activities. Among the 30 store and department managers interviewed, only one 

reported promoting qualified televisions differently than non-qualified products, beyond the 

Initiative’s POP. The interviewed managers reported that they did not receive direction from 

corporate regarding promotion of qualified televisions, nor did they have sales targets or receive 

rewards or incentives specific to qualified televisions. Consistent with this finding, store visits 

showed that although nearly every store used at least one display strategy to increase the 

visibility of featured models (including end caps, thematic interactive displays, and center aisle 

displays), none of the displays focused primarily on Initiative-qualified televisions. Rather, these 

displays typically presented models from a single manufacturer or with a specific feature (for 

example, 3D or internet connectivity).  

In addition to a lack of displays focused on qualified televisions, sales associates devoted little 

attention to a model’s qualified status. Among the interviewed managers who were aware of the 

Initiative, a minority (8 of 18) said that their sales associates mention Initiative qualification 

when discussing product features with customers. Even fewer of the Initiative-aware managers 

(5 of 18) reported encouraging sales associates to do so. Store visits did not encounter even this 

level of promotion; none of the sales associates with whom researchers interacted mentioned the 

Initiative unprompted, and only 17% could accurately explain what qualified a television to be 

labeled as “Energy Forward,” the Initiative’s consumer-facing brand.  

Retailers carried out limited promotional activities, independent of the Initiative 

While most major retailers made little effort at the store level to promote qualified products 

independent of the Initiative, some major chain retailers sought to highlight qualified models 

through advertising and social media. One major chain retailer published a geo-targeted 

Facebook post that encouraged its fans in initiative areas to look for initiative signage when 

making their next television purchase. In correspondence with the initiative implementer, this 

retailer also reported that, in 2010, it began putting the ENERGY STAR logo on all qualified 

products in its print ads, although it did not specify whether the Initiative influenced this change. 

Another major chain retailer placed a television’s ENERGY STAR qualification on its signage, 

despite its perception that consumers have relatively little interest in that information. According 

to an executive at this retailer, “it’s important to help educate [consumers] on the most efficient 

options, in large part because of utility encouragement.”  

Among all retailers in the Initiative, the Initiative worked most closely with Sears in creating 

promotional campaigns for energy efficient televisions. One NEEA staff contact reported that 

Sears motivated at least some of these efforts, seeking NEEA’s advice and cooperation in 

promoting qualified products. The Initiative’s promotional efforts with Sears included a social 

media campaign and television give-away contest for which Samsung donated the prize, and a 

pilot in-store promotion of Top Ten products. The Initiative’s Salesforce database shows 
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communications related to these promotions were the only times that NEEA worked directly 

with a participating retailer to implement initiative activities. Interviewees at both NEEA and 

Sears stated their experience cooperating on these promotions strengthened their relationship. 

Buying groups took a more active role in promoting qualified televisions than major chain 

retailers. One buying group reported promoting qualified products in the monthly circulars it 

provides to its independent retailer members. Members place these circulars in local newspapers 

or distribute them in other ways. This buying group also reported providing special incentives on 

specific qualified models to member retailers in participating areas. Another buying group 

reported offering special financing initiatives for ENERGY STAR products and allowing 

members to process the group’s private label credit card at special rates for those products. 
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ACE MODEL REVIEW 

This section summarizes Research Into Action’s assessment of the Alliance Cost Effectiveness 

(ACE) model, which NEEA uses to report saving for the Initiative, for consistency with other 

sources of market information.  

TRACKED UNITS 

Annual growth rate: In 2011, NEEA estimated a two percent annual growth rate in television 

sales. This likely overestimates near term growth in the U.S. television market, but may be 

reasonable over the long term. Market researchers predict television sales to decline in 2012 and 

remain flat in 2013, with growth resuming in 2014 (DisplaySearch May 14, 2012).  

NEEA region per-household television purchases: NEEA assumes households in its territory 

do not differ from the national average in the number of televisions they purchase annually. 

Research Into Action found no market data to contradict this assumption and does not 

recommend that NEEA pursue this inquiry. Findings from the U.S. Energy Information 

Administration’s 2009 RECS suggest only minor differences in television ownership between 

the Northwest and the country as a whole. No major retailers interviewed were aware of different 

per-capita television sales in the Northwest.  

Television sales for commercial end use: NEEA assumes that 11% of televisions go to 

commercial end uses. Research Into Action found no data to confirm or contradict this 

assumption, but recommends that NEEA pursue this line of inquiry. NEEA bases its estimates on 

the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), which includes shipments to “consumer-oriented 

channels” and are lower than estimates that do not distinguish between channels.9 This suggests 

televisions sold for commercial end uses may already be excluded from the CEA data.  

SAVINGS RATE 

Duty cycle: NEEA assumes a duty cycle for televisions of 5.2 hours per day. This is consistent 

with the Nielsen Company’s estimate of 5.5 hours per day in Q1, 2012 (The Nielsen Company 

2012). Other studies provide a more nuanced view, finding that a home’s primary television has 

                                                
9  IHS iSuppli’s estimate of the U.S. television market is 15% larger than CEA’s estimate for 2011 and 13% 

larger for 2012 (Morrod September 28, 2012). NPD DisplaySearch publishes estimates for the North 

American market, including Canada, rather than the U.S. alone; its market size estimates are 24% larger 

than CEA’s for 2011 and 29% larger for 2012 (DisplaySearch 2011).  
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a longer duty cycle than other televisions. Citing Nielsen data, the U.S. DOE reported that, in 

65% of households, the home’s primary set is its newest (U.S. Department of Energy 2012). 

Measure life: NEEA estimates a television measure life of ten years. This is inconsistent with 

market research reports, which find that average television measure life has decreased recently, 

declining to 7.2 years in 2011 and 6.1 years in 2012 (DisplaySearch May 14, 2012). Research 

Into Action recommends that NEEA update its measure life assumptions based on this research 

and continue to track regular market research reports of television market share.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This MPER has four key conclusions, each with associated recommendations. 

CONCLUSION #1 

The Initiative contributed to an increased prevalence of efficient televisions in the 
marketplace through activities targeting market players at the national level and 
resulting in national outcomes 

The Initiative influenced retailers’ assortment decisions, leading to increased sales of qualified 

televisions. While it is not possible to quantify the Initiative’s influence on assortment, 

qualitative data suggests that retailers assorted more qualified models than they otherwise would 

have. Television sales data show that an increase in assortment of qualified models results in a 

proportionate increase in sales of qualified televisions.  

As a result of information from the Initiative and pressure from retailers, manufacturers sought 

to increase the efficiency of televisions. Manufacturers’ design and marketing teams engaged 

with the criteria the Initiative provided them. Retailers let manufacturers know that products that 

met Initiative criteria were more desirable, and manufacturers noted that, in general, they seek to 

meet efficiency specifications if they believe not doing so would put them at a competitive 

disadvantage.  

Through engagement in the specification development process, NEEA and the BCE Alliance 

contributed to a more stringent ENERGY STAR standard for televisions. As one of the few 

stakeholders advocating for more stringent specifications, NEEA played a key role in countering 

industry actors’ arguments that proposed specifications would result in too limited a field of 

qualified products. As a target in product design for manufacturers, a reference point for 

consumers, and the basis for Initiative specifications, stringent ENERGY STAR standards are 

crucial to increasing the efficiency of televisions on the market.  

The Initiative increased retailer awareness of, and improved retailers’ attitudes toward, energy 

efficiency, leading retailers to further engage with the Initiative and other mid-stream initiatives. 

The Initiative complements retailers’ larger sustainability efforts, and has helped expand those 

efforts to include television energy efficiency. Retailers demonstrated the value they place on the 

Initiative through devotion of staff and other resources and their willingness to accommodate 

Initiative detailers.  

 Recommendation: Expand engagement with retailers in cooperation with other mid-

stream incentive initiative sponsors. Retailers’ commitment to the Initiative suggests an 
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opportunity for NEEA to expand its mid-stream efforts. This could include added 

activities with retailers, new products, and/or additional funders. However, a large 

incentive pool and coordinated initiative requirements are important to maintaining 

retailers’ engagement. As a result, NEEA can engage retailers most effectively in 

cooperation with other efficiency initiative funders. 

CONCLUSION #2 

The Initiative’s activities did not result in two important, expected outcomes: 
retailers did not promote qualified televisions nor did the Initiative criteria 
substantially influence television design in the current model year.    

Corporate-level awareness of the Initiative qualification criteria and incentive payments did not 

lead retailers to promote or accelerate sales of qualified products at the store level, independent 

of the Initiative. With a few exceptions, retailers did little to promote qualified televisions 

beyond Initiative-led efforts. In addition, corporate efforts to inform store-level staff about the 

Initiative had little effect on promotion of qualified products, even for retailers that allocated 

incentive funds in a way that benefits individual stores. These findings counter the Initiative’s 

expectations that retailers would promote qualified products in order to increase sales and earn 

larger incentives. 

Detailer visits and placement of point of purchase (POP) materials did not lead to high 

awareness of the Initiative among sales associates, or to promotion of qualified televisions. The 

Initiative anticipated that interaction with detailers and POP materials would inform sales 

associates about the Initiative and help them identify qualified televisions. However, less than 

one fifth of the sales associates with whom researchers interacted during store visits could 

accurately define Energy Forward, and none mentioned it unprompted. Sales associates who had 

interacted with detailers did not demonstrate a higher level of awareness than others. Further, 

detailers reported that POP materials were often missing from qualified televisions when they 

entered a store. 

The timing of the Initiative’s criteria release limited its potential to impact product design. Like 

retailers, manufacturers received the Initiative’s criteria for the coming year in the fall. However 

by at that point, product design was largely complete and models were in pre-production. 

Although manufacturers’ design teams engaged with the criteria, they would likely be able to 

make only minor changes to product design, for example, altering firmware. In order to consider 

Initiative criteria in product design in a more comprehensive way, manufacturers would need to 

receive the criteria much earlier in the year.  

 Recommendation: Revise the Initiative’s logic model to better reflect current activities 

and learning in initiative theory. The logic model review in this MPER offers 

suggestions for ways NEEA could update the activities listed, clarify the logical paths 
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connecting activities to outcomes, and address the breaks in initiative logic described 

above. Appendix D includes a revised logic model that incorporates these suggestions.  

 Recommendation: Adjust retailer contracts and incentive structures to motivate 

additional efforts to increase sales of qualified products. Retailers’ limited efforts to 

increase sales of qualified products suggest an opportunity for the Initiative to take a 

more active role in encouraging retailers to promote efficient televisions. 

 Recommendation: Release the qualification criteria for the next calendar year the 

previous spring to allow for greater impact on product design. This would allow 

manufacturers to consider Initiative criteria earlier in the product design process, 

potentially using it as the basis for product efficiency targets.  

CONCLUSION #3 

The Initiative has multiple opportunities to increase retailers’ engagement with 
and promotion of the Initiative at the store level and findings from this evaluation 
indicate that these efforts will likely increase sales of qualified products  

Store-level staff are receptive to information about the Initiative. Store and department 

managers, as well as sales associates, expressed interest in learning more about the Initiative in 

order to leverage it as a selling point to customers. This openness to the Initiative is consistent 

with improved store-level attitudes toward, and awareness of, efficiency. Further, some chains 

allocated incentive funds to benefit store-level staff, although it was not clear that store-level 

staff were aware of this. Detailer store visits were effective at educating store and department 

managers about the Initiative but were not effective at increasing sales associates’ knowledge of 

the Initiative.  

Retailers’ corporate staff value the educational role of the Initiative detailers, are accustomed to 

providing training to sales associates, and want to use energy efficiency to increase value to the 

consumer. Retailers value educational opportunities for sales associates and are already using 

energy efficiency and certifications like ENERGY STAR to promote products to consumers. 

Sales associates and store managers reported participating in online and in-person training as part 

of their job responsibilities. In 2011, the Initiative sent a detailer to every major chain retail store 

about six times, and in 2012-2013 that number is set to double. 

Store-level promotions can increase sales of qualified products. Statistical analysis of sales data 

found that a video promoting qualified televisions on one retailer’s video wall increased sales of 

top-tier televisions. 

 Recommendation: Increase Initiative activities at the store level. The lack of awareness 

of the Initiative among sales associates and managers and the success of video wall 

promotions suggest an opportunity for NEEA to take a more active role in store-level 
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promotion of qualified products. In order to expand store-level promotion, the Initiative 

could:  

 Communicate directly with store-level staff. The Initiative could do this through: in-

person or online trainings, hard-copy information provided to stores, increasing the 

number of store employees detailers are required to speak to at each visit, and 

providing increased guidance to detailers regarding their talking points.  

 Expand in-store promotional activities. This could include video walls, signage, end 

cap displays, and thematic displays. The Initiative could focus some of these activities 

on the holiday shopping season (November and December), when the majority of 

television sales occur and retailers bring in low-priced models, which may not be as 

efficient. The Initiative could also investigate manufacturer interest in collaboration 

on jointly-funded displays promoting Initiative-qualified televisions. 

CONCLUSION #4 

The Initiative’s lack of activities with solely regional impact and its current Market 
Progress Indicators (MPIs) limit its evaluability 

The Initiative currently faces two barriers that prevent a quantitative assessment of impact on 

qualified television sales using a quasi-experimental design approach. An assessment of the 

Initiative’s impact using a comparison of sales of qualified televisions at participating and 

nonparticipating stores, or with and without promotional activity, requires both detailed data and 

variation between the two groups. At present, the Initiative has insufficient quantities of both. 

Sales data currently being collected do not include detailed enough product characteristics, for 

example Internet connectivity or the sale price, to ensure that any impact detected is the result of 

the Initiative and not other factors. In addition, the Initiative obtained very limited sales data 

from retailers not involved in the Initiative for 2011. The consistency in execution of major chain 

stores combined with the lack of promotional activities unique to NEEA territory result in little 

variation between participating and nonparticipating stores, or promotional and nonpromotional 

periods.  

The current logic model places great importance on the Initiative’s influence on assortment and 

television design, two factors that are challenging to evaluate and impossible to quantify. The 

decision-making processes that contribute to television assortment and product design border on 

areas of proprietary intelligence, and none of the interviewees would speak about them in great 

detail. Contacts interviewed for both MPERs #1 and #2 were unable to provide a quantitative 

assessment of the Initiative’s influence on their decision-making. Nor even is there a relevant 

industry “standard of proof” for mid-stream initiatives, against which evaluators could compare 

their qualitative findings to gauge whether influence occurred. 

Many of the Initiative’s current expected outcomes and MPIs are unclear, immeasurable, 

difficult to evaluate, and/or no longer relevant. Few of the Initiative’s current outcomes and 
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MPIs are still useful to evaluators, or to NEEA. This is demonstrated by the fact that the research 

objectives NEEA and Research Into Action developed for this MPER bear little relation to the 

outcomes and MPIs indicated by the Initiative’s logic model. The few MPIs that are quantifiable 

and measurable are no longer relevant to the Initiative in its current, advanced state, including 

the percent market share of participating retailers and the maximum wattage of ENERGY 

STAR-qualified televisions. 

 Recommendation: Expand data collection. Quantitative evaluation of the Initiative’s 

impact using a quasi-experimental design approach will likely require same-chain 

nonparticipating store sales data at the same level of detail currently provided for 

participating stores. Full category data are desired for all participating retailers, as are 

enhanced store and product characteristics. 

 Recommendation: Design regional or local activities to allow for a quasi-experimental 

design approach to assessing Initiative impact. This includes documenting when and 

where the activities occurred, and ideally designing activities to include a similar 

nonpromotional “control” period. 

 Recommendation: Establish new, measurable, MPIs the achievement of which will 

signify the Initiative’s success. New MPIs could be established for many Initiative 

activities or desired outcomes, including the display or promotion of qualified products, 

store-level training or knowledge acquisition, or sales of qualified televisions.  
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY AND REFERENCES 

GLOSSARY 

3D: A television capable of displaying content that appears three-dimensional.  

Assortment: The number and type of television models a retailer carries. 

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): A display technology that creates a picture by projecting beams of 

electrons against a screen with a reactive coating. Until recently, this was the dominant display 

technology. 

Detailer: An individual employed to install promotional materials in retail stores. 

Emissive Display: A display technology in which the pixels emit light. Emissive displays do not 

require a backlight. 

Merchant: A retail employee who selects the products the retail stores will carry. Merchants, 

also called Buyers, use market research and their own knowledge to anticipate consumer 

demands. Merchants are responsible for negotiating with suppliers and will travel to visit those 

suppliers overseas. 

Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED): An emerging display technology. Organic light 

emitting diodes are an emissive display, and allow for higher resolution and thinner form factors 

in addition to using less energy than display technologies like LCD and plasma. 

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD): A display technology in which an electric current causes 

crystals within each pixel to change shape, altering the amount of light they allow to pass 

through the pixel. LCD displays require a backlight.  

Light Emitting Diode TV (LED TV): An LCD TV that uses an LED backlight.  

Plasma: A display technology that creates a picture by sending an electric current through gas-

filled cells, which light up in a process similar to a fluorescent light.  

Stocking: The number of units of each assorted model available in a given store.  

Video Wall: Display-model televisions, which retailers leave on to demonstrate their picture 

quality. These televisions typically play pre-programmed video loops.  
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MPER RESEARCH OVERVIEW 

Table 8 shows the evaluation activities conducted for MPERs #1 and #2. Energy Market 

Innovations, Inc. (EMI) authored MPER #1 in 2011. The sections below describe the 

methodology for MPER #2 activities in greater detail. 

Table 8: Summary of Evaluation Activities, MPER #1 and MPER #2 

ACTIVITY 

MPER #1 

INITIATIVE YEAR 

2010 

MPER #2 

INITIATIVE YEAR 

2011 

Initiative data review X X 

Logic model review X X 

ACE model review X X 

Interviews with:   

 Participating retailers  X X 

 Manufacturers X X 

 NEEA staff X X 

 ENERGY STAR staff  X 

 Non-NEEA TV initiative managers  X 

Focus groups with television purchasers X  

Store visits to participating retailers  X 

Telephone surveys with participating retail store managers   X 

Quantitative analysis of store detailer data  X 

Quantitative analysis of TV sales data  X 

INITIATIVE DATA REVIEW 

Salesforce.com Database 

The Initiative implementer logged its email correspondence with retailers and manufacturers in a 

Salesforce.com database. Before beginning analysis of the database, Research Into Action 

worked with the implementer to ensure that the database was up-to-date. As a result of this 

collaboration, the implementer reviewed their 2011 emails and uploaded additional 

correspondence to the Salesforce database. 
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Research Into Action read every piece of correspondence in the Salesforce database and logged 

conversations relevant to the MPER research objectives in an Excel worksheet, creating separate 

worksheets for each retailer. 

STORE VISITS 

Research Into Action and the Gilmore Research Group conducted in-store mystery shopping at 

fifty-nine participating consumer electronics stores in NEEA territory in July and August 2012.  

Sample Selection 

The store sample included fifty-nine consumer electronics stores participating in the Initiative. 

For logistical purposes, Research Into Action conducted store visits in five metro areas: Seattle, 

Portland, Kennewick/Richland/Pasco, Missoula, and Boise City/Nampa.  

Research Into Action selected these metro areas in order to include:  

 Areas in the Interstate 5 corridor and East of Interstate 5  

 Participating stores in the five utility territories with the most participating stores (Puget 

Sound Energy, Energy Trust of Oregon, Avista, Northwestern Energy and Idaho Power)  

 Participating stores both in other utility territories than those listed above 

Table 9 shows the sample by metro area and major chain. Research Into Action conducted nearly 

equal visits to each of the three major chains (Best Buy, Walmart, and Costco) and fewer visits 

to the other major chains and smaller chains, including Kmart, Sears, Target, and others.  

Table 9: Store Visit Sample, by Metro Area and Major Chain 

METRO AREA 

SEATTLE-

TACOMA-

BELLEVUE, 

WA 

PORTLAND-

VANCOUVER-

BEAVERTON, 

OR-WA 

KENNEWICK-

RICHLAND-

PASCO, WA 

MISSOULA, 

MT 

BOISE CITY-

NAMPA, ID TOTAL 

Utility PSE Other ETO Other Avista Other NE Other Idaho Other 

 Store Name 

              Best Buy 3 3 3 2 

 

1 

 

2 3 

 

17 

   Walmart 2 2 2 1 1 4 

 

3 2 

 

17 

   Costco 2 2 2 4 

 

1 

 

2 3 

 

16 

   Kmart 

      

1 

   

1 

   Sears 

    

1 

 

1 

   

2 

Continued 
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METRO AREA 

SEATTLE-

TACOMA-

BELLEVUE, 

WA 

PORTLAND-

VANCOUVER-

BEAVERTON, 

OR-WA 

KENNEWICK-

RICHLAND-

PASCO, WA 

MISSOULA, 

MT 

BOISE CITY-

NAMPA, ID TOTAL 

   Target 

     

1 

   

1 2 

   Sam's Club 

 

1 

        

1 

   Fry's 

  

1 

       

1 

   Other  

      

1 

  

1 2 

Total by Utility 7 8 8 7 2 7 3 7 8 2 59 

Total by Metro 

Area 15 15 9 10 10 59 

Mystery Shopping Data Collection Process 

The purpose of the mystery shopping data collection process was to collect information about 

sales associates’ knowledge and awareness of energy efficiency and the Initiative and to allow 

longitudinal comparison with a baseline study conducted by Opinion Dynamics Corporation 

(ODC) on behalf of NEEA in 2009. The instrument included questions identical to the previous 

study in addition to new questions of interest to NEEA. 

Approach 

Researchers completed three main tasks during the mystery shopping process:  

1.  Conduct the mystery shop,  

2.  Debrief the sales associate, and  

3.  Gather data about the point-of-purchase (POP) marketing materials.  

All store visits followed the same methodology with one exception: the TV size for which the 

researcher was “shopping.” TV sizes were assigned randomly to each store such that the sample 

as a whole mirrored the size distribution of 2011 TV sales. 

#1: Mystery Shop 

The mystery shopping process began when the researcher entered the store and proceeded to the 

TV department. Once in the TV department, the researcher waited for a sales associate to 

approach them. The researcher requested to see at least three TVs during their store visit. If less 

than three TVs were shown to the researcher, they prompted the sales associate until they had 

seen at least three TVs. Researchers were asked to keep track of the TVs shown to them, as well 

as notes regarding their conversation in something inconspicuous (such as a small notebook). If 
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energy efficiency was not discussed unprompted during the researcher’s initial conversation with 

the sales associate, they asked the salesperson if energy efficiency was an important feature 

when making TV purchasing decisions. The researcher also asked the salesperson to show them 

at least one energy efficient TV. 

Researchers probed the sales associates to test their knowledge of differences in price and 

performance between efficient and non-efficient TVs. After viewing the energy efficient TV(s), 

the researcher asked the sales associate what the ENERGY STAR and Energy Forward 

initiatives were. The researcher captured the sales associate’s response as close to verbatim as 

possible. 

Research Into Action provided researchers with a detailed conversation form to help guide the 

conversation with the sales associate during the mystery shop. Research Into Action instructed 

researchers to bring along the data collection form; however, it remained out of sight until the 

mystery shop was completed. The researcher began the conservation by indicating that they were 

interested in purchasing a particular size TV. Research Into Action also instructed researchers to 

be as general as possible when asking to see TVs (e.g., not ask for specific features, price ranges, 

or brands). This allowed the sales associate to show the researcher TVs without bias towards any 

particular feature or brand. 

#2: Debrief 

The second task assigned to the researcher was to debrief the sales associate. After addressing all 

points on the conversation from, the researcher politely thanked the sales associate for their time, 

informed them of who they were, and proceeded to ask a series of questions. Question topics 

included the sales associate’s position, if they work specifically with TVs, how long they have 

been working at the store, and how long they have been working in electronics. If the sales 

associate had worked more than five years in electronics, the researcher asked if they had 

witnessed any changes in customer interest in energy efficient TVs. Finally, the researcher asked 

if the sales associate received any specific training or information about the Energy Forward 

initiative, or interacted with the initiative detailers. 

#3: Product Promotion Observations 

The final task that researchers completed during the mystery shop involved collecting 

information about the POP marketing and promotional material. Researchers were instructed to 

investigate the TV area for Energy Forward promotional materials (stickers and magnets), 

energy-related signage (Energy Guide and ENERGY STAR), and any other methods used to 

promote TVs. These other methods included end-caps, aisle violators, interactive or themed 

displays, and general signage. 
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Pre-Testing 

Researchers visited two stores in the Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton metro area to conduct 

pretesting of the mystery shopping methodology and instruments. These two mystery shops 

allowed for further refinement of the data-collection instrument and the overall methodology. 

Research Into Action made small changes to the instrument and methodology before entering 

into the field. 

STORE/DEPARTMENT MANAGER SURVEYS 

Research Into Action conducted telephone surveys with 30 managers (either of the store or the 

electronics department) at participating retailers. All surveys were conducted with personnel at 

stores visited during the store visits. Each survey included about 20 questions and lasted about 15 

minutes.  

Sample 

Research Into Action created the store management interview sample from the sample of stores 

visited during the in-store data collection process, which included a careful balance of stores by 

geographic area and retailer type. The initial contact at each store was drawn from lists compiled 

by the Initiative’s detailers. Table 10 provides a breakdown of the number of interviews 

conducted by retailer. 

Table 10: Number of Interviews Conducted, by Retailer 

STORE NAME NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS 

Costco 9 

Walmart 9 

Best Buy 7 

Sears 2 

Fry’s 1 

Sam’s Club 1 

Wilson-Bates 1 

The research questions for these data were: 

 Energy efficiency knowledge: How has the efficiency knowledge of retail sales staff 

changed as a result of the Initiative? 

 Energy efficiency attitude: How have retailer attitudes toward efficiency changed at the 

store management level as a result of the Initiative? 
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 Store autonomy: To what extent do stores have autonomy over decisions related to 

assortment, stocking, and promotion? 

 Product promotion: How do participating retailers promote qualified products? 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Detailer Store Visit Data 

During 2011, the Initiative implementer employed two subcontractors to conduct regular visits to 

participating retailers. Store visits lasted approximately one hour, and the detailer’s primary task 

was to ensure that POP materials were correctly applied to qualified TVs. At each store visit, the 

detailers collected several types of data, which were recorded in Excel workbooks. Research Into 

Action received 10 files containing detailer visit data, checked the files for duplication, cleaned 

and combined the data into a single Excel file, then imported it to SPSS for analysis. 

The research questions for these data were: 

 Visit distribution: How did the distribution of store visits differ by chain, store, and 

date? 

 TV distribution: How did chains and stores vary in the number of TV models on 

display, the number of qualified models, and the correct placement of POP materials? 

 Qualitative visit data: What information did detailers record regarding their interactions 

with store employees, and what challenges or opportunities did they encounter during 

their visits? 

Television Sales Data 

Retailers and buying groups reported TV sales data to Energy Solutions, one of the Initiative 

implementers, which cleaned the data and identified qualified and non-qualified models. 

Research Into Action received one file of sales data from Energy Solutions, checked the file for 

duplication, cleaned, and recoded the data for analysis in SPSS.  

The sales data varied by retailer and typically included, for each TV sold: model characteristics, 

date of sale, and place of sale. The data covered TV sales from July 2009 through May 2012. 

Table 11 shows how data availability varied by retailer. The highlighted rows indicate data that 

were sufficient for all analyses.  
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Table 11: Data Availability By Retailer Or Buying Group 

RETAILER/ 

BUYING GROUP YEARS 

NON-QUALIFIED 

PRODUCTS? 

SALES 

TIME PERIOD 

Source #1 2009-2012 No Daily 

Source #2 2010-2011 Yes Daily 

Source #3 2009-2012 Yes Daily 

Source #4 2011-2012 No Daily 

Source #5 2010-2012 No Daily 

Source #6 2011-2012 Yes Monthly 

Source #7 2010-2012 Yes Daily 

Source #8 2012 Yes Daily 

Source #9 2009-2011 Yes Daily 

Source #10 2009-2012 Yes Monthly 
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APPENDIX C: DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 

RETAILER INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. In general, how is the program going for you?  

a. How has the program been beneficial to you? 

b. How could it be more helpful? 

2. Before we go on, I want to make sure I understand your work. Can you walk me through 

an example, or a real TV buying decision, so I can understand what you do when? 

a. Information they take into account 

b. Forecasting demand  

i. Do you take into account the payment you’re going to get for qualified TV 

models? How? (Probe for: increase, how much?) 

ii. In general, what are the factors you think about when doing your forecasts? 

iii. How do your forecasts factor into your buying decisions? 

c. Assortment by store: do all stores carry the same models? 

i. If NO: What determines allocation by store? (Probe for store format, 

Initiative, other factors about the store that affect assortment) 

d. Buying decisions in general 

i. What are the key factors the buyer considers? 

ii. What role does the program play? 

e. When in the year do stores receive new models? [Probe for months, short period 

vs. continuously] 

3. Do you have a sense of how often the fact that a TV is qualified for this program weighs 

into your decision to buy it? [Never, some, most, all] 

a. [If at least some of the time] How often would you say the fact that a TV is going 

to pay out as part of this program is a key factor in your decision to buy it? 

[Never, some, most, all] 

b. Incentive funds (Probe for: whether/how funds are incorporated into inventory 

quantity decisions – under-stocking vs. overstocking; whether incentive amount is 

inputted into an automated decision support software system) 

c. Forecasting  

d. Specs 

e. Corporate commitment to ee 

Let’s focus in on the information you get from the program, so we can help the program provide 

you the best information possible.  
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4. I understand Pat Kilroy, who represents the program, contacts you in the fall and gives 

you information about the program’s specifications for the coming year, meaning what 

efficiency level your new TVs will need to meet in order for you to get paid. So, would 

you say that you feel well-informed about upcoming changes to the program’s 

specifications? 

a. Is the information clear? 

b. Is it easy to use? 

c. Do you get the information with enough time to review it before you leave on 

your first buying trip? 

d. Is the information sufficient to help you prepare for your buying trip(s)? 

5. How do you use the information from Pat in your conversations with manufacturers? 

a. Is it sufficient to determine whether those models meet the program 

specifications? 

b. Have you ever asked a manufacturer to change the design of a TV model in order 

to meet the program’s specifications? 

Let’s start with some general questions about your experience with the program.  

6. How does your experience with the program now compare to when you first became 

involved?  

a. How has your opinion of the program changed?  

b. How has your level of confidence changed – by that I mean your confidence that 

the incentive funds you were promised would actually materialize? 

c. How has your opinion of these utilities (the program funders) changed? 

d. How has your attitude towards energy efficiency changed? 

e. Have you engaged or collaborated with the program in any ways that you didn’t 

anticipate when you first became involved? 

i. How? 

ii. What factors led to that collaboration? 
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7. How would you say [company’s] current commitment to providing energy efficient 

products, including private label products, compares to your commitment three years 

ago? 

a. What are the most important factors that have contributed to that change? 

b. How does your participation in this program relate to that change?  

8. We’ve talked about how [company’s] commitment to ee has [changed] over the last few 

years. What about your forecast of consumer demand for energy efficient TVs - has that 

changed at all?  

9. When we talked to Pat last week he was telling us that sometimes he gives you 

information about how your performance in this program compares to your competitors. I 

happen to have some of that information with me now. So, it looks like for 2011, your 

company was xxx in sales of qualified TVs overall; xxx in ES v5 and xxx (2
nd

 highest 

retailer) in ES v5+20%. Does that surprise you? 

a. Why, why not? 

b. Why do you think you are [above, at, below] average? 

c. Does [company] do anything specific to increase sales of qualified TVs? 

10. So, in terms of the incentive funds paid to [company] for sales of qualified products, do 

you see those checks? 

a. Which department gets the incentives? 

b. Are they ever used to promote qualified products? 

c. Are they ever used as incentives to individuals or departments for sales of 

qualified products? 

d. Do you include these incentive funds when you calculate your margins on 

particular products, when you’re making a purchase from the manufacturer (in 

terms of setting the order quantity of a model)? 

11. There is the possibility that this program will not be continued in the future. How would 

it affect you if the program was discontinued? Probe: Anything you would have to stop 

doing? 

12. Pat told us that he checks in with you throughout the year. Is there anything he could do 

to better support you? 
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a. Check in more often? 

b. Check in at different times of year? 

c. Check in in person v. by phone/email? 

d. Provide more/different information? 

13. Thanks for your time – I want to make sure I’ve got your title right – is it [title]? 

a. How long have you been working as a buyer? 

b. And how long have you been a TV buyer specifically? 

MANUFACTURER INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. What’s your role at [company], and how do you interact with retailers? 

2. Tell me what you know about NEEA’s TV Initiative, so I can fill in any gaps for you.  

3. Have you had any conversations with retailers about NEEA’s Initiative? If NO: what 

about ENERGY STAR in general, or efficiency levels ABOVE ENERGY STAR? 

a. If YES: how often (with ALL retailers, SOME retailers, ONE retailer) 

b. If YES: when in the year do these discussions occur? 

c. If YES: can you tell me the types of things retailers are asking/telling you? 

d. If YES: how do retailers’ inquiries/requests about efficiency specs play into your 

product design decisions? 

4. I have just a few general questions about energy efficiency and ENERGY STAR. When 

in the year do you know when your models qualify for ENERGY STAR? For example, 

do you have that information in the fall, when retailers are making their buying trips? 

5. When do you typically submit your TVs to ENERGY STAR for qualification? All at 

once or continuously throughout the year? 

6. What about submitting a product for ENERGY STAR qualification – have you ever 

submitted a product for qualification at the request of a retailer? How often do you do this 

(OFTEN, SOMETIMES, ONCE or TWICE)? 

7. Have you ever increased the efficiency of a product in response to a retailers’ request? 
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8. How would you say [company’s] current commitment to providing energy efficient 

products, compares to your commitment three years ago? [Probe for factors] 

a. What about among the retailers you meet with? Any change in their interest in 

energy efficiency? [Probe for factors] 

b. What about in the TV market as a whole? [Probe for factors] 

9. Finally, have you noticed any changes in the last few years, in terms of the geographic 

distribution of TVs that meet and especially that EXCEED ENERGY STAR standards? 

Would you say they’re pretty much equally distributed to all parts of the U.S., or are 

there more energy efficient products going to certain places? 

STORE MANAGER SURVEY 

1. Are you the manager of this store or only of the electronics or TV department? 

2. How long have you been in your current position? 

3. Are you aware of the Energy Forward program? This is the program funded by the 

Northwest Efficiency Alliance and your local electric utility to promote the most energy 

efficient TVs.  Yes  No -> [Skip EF Questions] 

a. If YES: Where have you gotten information about Energy Forward from?  

(Probe: From a corporate contact? From detailers)? 

4. Are you aware of which TVs in your store are Energy Forward qualified – meaning 

they’ve been designated by the program as the most efficient TVs available? 

a. If YES: How do you keep track of which TVs are EF? 

5. What direction do you get from corporate regarding the Energy Forward program?  

a. Who at corporate provided that direction? (Role and title – not name) 

b. Is there anything special you’re required to do regarding the Energy Forward 

TVs? 

6. Who decides which TVs to promote at this store? 

a. What factors into the decision about which TVs to promote? 

(Probe: Are promotional decisions based on profit margins? Are you aware the 

profit margin on TVs?) 
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(Probe: What corporate guidelines need to be followed when promoting TVs?) 

7. Are Energy Forward qualified TVs promoted at this store? Yes  No 

i. IF YES: How do you promote Energy Forward TVs?  

ii. IF YES: Is your promotional technique for EF TVs different from other 

TV promotions? How are they different?)  

8. Who makes decisions about stocking levels for TVs at this store? 

9. Who makes decisions about TV assortment at this store? 

10. Do you have sales targets for Energy Forward qualified TVs? Yes No 

11. Do you have sales targets for any other type of TVs?  Yes No 

a. IF YES on Q10: What targets do you need to meet for Energy Forward TVs? 

b. How difficult are these targets to meet? 

c. Does your store receive any type of reward or incentive to meet sales targets of 

Energy Forward TVs? Yes No 

i. IF YES: What rewards or incentives do you receive from meeting sales 

targets on Energy Forward TVs? 

ii. IF YES on Q10c and Q11: How do the rewards or incentives for meeting 

sales of Energy Forward TVs compare to the rewards or incentives for 

meeting your other sales targets? 

12. Have you interacted with the program detailers when they visit your store?  Yes   No 

a. IF YES: What interactions did you have with the detailer?  

b. IF YES: What training or information did you receive from the detailer? 

c. IF YES: Is there anything that the detailers could do better to help you promote 

the Energy Forward program? 

(Probe: For example, come at a better time/day, talk to sales associates, 

improve marketing materials, etc.) 

13. Have you discussed the Energy Forward program with your sales associates? 

Yes  No 
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14. To your knowledge, do sales associates generally mention Energy Forward as a product 

feature when talking to customers? Yes  No 

15. Do you encourage your sales associates to mention Energy Forward as a product feature 

when talking to customers?  Yes No 

a. IF YES: Why do you encourage staff to mention the program? 

16. What do you find useful or helpful about the Energy Forward program? 

17. Are Energy Forward program labels helpful for customers in distinguishing efficient TVs 

from inefficient ones?  Yes  No 

18. How have sales associates’ knowledge of energy efficiency changed over the last few 

years?    

a. IF CHANGED: What factors have led to this change? 

i. (Probe: Detailers? Energy efficiency POP material? Training?) 

19. How has your corporation’s attitude toward energy efficiency changed over the last few 

years?   

a. IF CHANGED: What factors have led to this change? 

20. How has your personal attitude changed?  

a. IF CHANGED: What factors have led to this change? 

21. That’s all the questions I have, is there anything else that you want to add that I haven’t 

covered?  

22. If we have any additional follow-up questions, could I email you?     Yes No 
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APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL FINDINGS 

This appendix provides additional research findings from the logic model review, store visits, 

store/department manager surveys, analysis of detailer store visit data, and analysis of television 

sales data. 

LOGIC MODEL REVIEW 

At a general level, the logic model captures initiative activities and expected market effects. 

However, the details should be improved for completeness and accuracy. Table 12 shows the two 

key findings and recommendations. 

Table 12: Key Findings and Recommendations 

FINDING RECOMMENDATION 

Some elements of the Initiative logic 

model (v10) do not accurately reflect 

initiative activities and initiative logic as of 

2011-2012.   

 Add “Incentive payments” as an activity, with corresponding 

outputs and outcomes 

 Add “Increase in sales of qualified TVs” as a long-term outcome 

 Separate “Field services” and “Marketing” into different 

activities 

 Delete “Engage with manufacturers” (and combine with 

“Retailer account management”) 

Some of the causal connections between 

outputs and short-term outcomes are either 
unsupported by market data or incorrectly 

linked, meaning the outcome is likely to 

result from an output other than the one to 

which it is linked. 

Amend logic model to reflect more accurate causal connections 

between outputs and outcomes. See sample diagram on p.7. 

Detailed Findings and Recommendations 

The following section provides detailed recommendations to improve the clarity and accuracy of 

the Initiative logic model, including an example of a revised model diagram. 
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1.  Some logic model activities are inconsistent with the initiative as currently 
implemented and do not include one of the most important Initiative activities. 

The current logic model is very similar to the model published in MPER #1. However, the 

Initiative’s activities have changed, reflecting the Initiative’s growth from a new offering to a 

more mature effort. 

 Recommendation: Update logic model activities  

Table 13: Recommended Updates to Activities 

EXISTING ACTIVITY PROPOSED ACTIVITY REASON 

“Retailers: Recruitment 
and account 

management” 

Revise to “Retailers and 
Manufacturers: Account 

management” 

New retail chains are not being actively recruited. Outreach 
to retailers focuses on ongoing relationship-building, 

distributing information about initiative specifications, 

assistance with incentive redemption. Outreach to 

manufacturers is being conducted, but is more limited. 

“Marketing and Field 

services” 

Revise to “Marketing: 

Retailer, utility, and 

consumer engagement” 

The Initiative’s marketing activities are significant and 

should be distinguished from “field services,” including the 

presence of a marketing manager, a rebranding effort, 

enhanced retailer and utility engagement, and numerous 

consumer-focused campaigns, including giveaways, contests, 

and ongoing social media outreach. 

“Marketing and Field 

services” 

Revise to “Retail Field 

Services” 

Field services are conducted and planned separately from 

marketing activities. 

“Regional Sales Data 
collection, management 

and reporting” 

Revise to “TV Sales 
Data: Collection, 

management, analysis, 

and reporting” 

The data collected are both national, regional and at the store-
level, and are specific to TVs. Initiative staff use the sales 

data to motivate to retailers, report progress to NEEA, project 

baseline sales to estimate impact, and set future initiative 

specifications. 

“Engage with 

manufacturers and 

influence design 

decisions” 

Delete 

Manufacturer outreach is conducted in tandem with retailer 

outreach and should be listed under “Retailer and 

Manufacturer, above. In addition, engagement with 

manufacturers is a minor element of the current Initiative. 

None 
Add “Incentives: Paid 

to retailers” 

Incentive payments are an essential initiative activity but are 

not currently included in the logic model. 

2.  The logic model outputs are incomplete and do not include some of the Initiative’s 
more important (and resource-intensive) products. 

As noted above, the logic model has not been updated to reflect the current state of the Initiative, 

and as a result is incomplete in regards to outputs.  

 Recommendation: Update logic model outputs  
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Table 14: Recommended Updates to Outputs 

EXISTING OUTPUT PROPOSED OUTPUT REASON 

“Market share of 

participating retailers 

exceeds 80% of NW TV 

sales” 

Revise to “Retailers and 

manufacturers contacted 

at correct times to 

influence decisions; 

ongoing needs 

addressed” 

Participation rate is an output of recruitment, and at this 

point is an assumption because it has already been 

completed. The recommended language reflects the output 

of the implementer’s current activities. 

“Quarterly marketing 

reports…” 

Revise to 
“BCEincentives.com 

database is complete and 

up-to-date, users are 

adequately supported, 

and reporting capabilities 

meet users’ needs” 

The BCEincentives.com database is used by many people 
for many purposes, and is the central portal for the 

collected sales data. Its success can be measured in 

multiple ways, including its content and accessibility. The 

current output is overly narrow.  

“TVs that consume less 

energy” 

Clarify to “Year-over-

year decrease in annual 

TV UEC at all sizes and 

price points” and move 

to Outcome 

This is not an output of the initiative and cannot be 

measured with initiative data. Recommended wording 

increases clarity.  

None 

Add an output that 

specifies the anticipated 
outputs from consumer 

marketing activities 

The Initiative is initiating multiple marketing activities that 

can be expected to have their own outputs and outcomes. 

None 

Add “Timely, accurate 
incentive payments made 

to retailers participants” 

This output results from the new activity “Incentives paid . 

. .” 

3.  Some short-term outcomes are imprecise. 

Some important short-term outcomes are either vaguely worded or could benefit from the 

addition of metrics. The tables below treat the wording of the outcomes independent of causal 

connections, which are covered separately. 

 Recommendation: Clarify short-term outcomes  
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Table 15: Recommended Updates to Outcomes 

EXISTING OUTCOME PROPOSED OUTCOME REASON 

“Consumers and sales 

associates can identify 

the most efficient TVs” 

Clarify to “Consumers 

and sales associates can 

identify qualified vs. 

Non-qualified TVs, sales 

associates can explain 

the difference.” 

This outcome is unclear as to whether it is the energy 

forward logo, or qualified products (with or without the 

logo) that should be identified. It is unlikely that anyone 

could identify a qualified TV independent of a list or 

signage. 

“Retailers commit to 
stocking and promoting 

the most energy-efficient 

TVs” 

Revise to “Retailers 
increase the proportion 

of qualified TVs in their 

assortment, and promote 

these TVs” 

 

This outcome is one of the most important in the initiative 
theory. However, the Initiative does not require retailers to 

make any explicit commitments, so as-worded it is not 

accurate and not measurable. “Stocking” refers to the 

number of units kept onsite at a retail store, an activity the 

Initiative is not aiming to influence. And the outcome 

should specify “qualified” TVs.  

“More stringent 

specifications on TVs” 

Specify definition of 

“stringent”  

Existing wording is vague. Consider also including a 

numeric metric.  

“Increase in the number 

of TVs that meet current 

ENERGY STAR 

specifications” 

Delete 

This outcome is not a good indicator of Initiative progress 

and could indicate an overly lax ENERGY STAR 

specification or an increase in the total number of TV 

models produced. The desired outcome it reflects 

(decreasing TV UEC) is covered by “Year-over-year 

decrease in annual TV UEC at all sizes and price points” 

“Initiative leverages 
credible market 

intelligence to influence 

retailers, manufacturers, 

voluntary specs, and 

standards” 

Revise to “Market data 
are sufficient to track 

initiative progress, 

support spec 

development and inform 

retailer discussions” 

Use of data is an activity implicit in the causal connections. 
The key output for the initiative is that the data are 

sufficient to support the activities. 

-- 

Add “Increase in 

consumer demand for 

qualified TVs” 

This is an important outcome of consumer marketing 

activities, and a key link between the outcome of field 

services activities and “Increase in sales.” 

-- 

Add “Retailers and 

manufacturers value their 

relationship with the 

Initiative” 

This is an important outcome of account management and a 

key link between account management and “Retailers 

increase proportion of qualified TVs in their assortment” 

4.  Some of the causal connections are unsupported by market data. 

Below are recommendations by link number/letter, as they appear in the logic model (v10), 

followed by a schematic drawing of the revised logic model, if all recommendations above are 

implemented. 

 Recommendation: Amend causal connections  
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Table 16: Problems Identified in Causal Connections 

LINK PROBLEM IDENTIFIED 

1 
Change in retailer behavior expected to result from multiple initiative activities, but NOT from Initiative’s 

market share 

4 Establishment of specification is a necessary Initiative element but NOT a cause of retailer behavior change 

f 
Reduction in TV energy consumption is NOT an output and also NOT expected to result solely from 

Initiative engagement 
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Figure 4: Suggested Revisions to NEEA CE Logic Model 
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STORE VISITS 

Two Key Findings 

Sales associates expressed a positive attitude towards energy efficiency, and their attitude 

has become more positive since the 2009 ODC baseline study. Most sales associates 

considered energy efficiency to be a positive TV feature and very few communicated negative 

opinions about energy efficiency to the mystery shoppers. Compared to the 2009 baseline study, 

sales associates interviewed for this evaluation were more likely to report energy efficient TVs as 

performing better than non-energy efficient TVs. In addition, sales associates were judged by the 

mystery shoppers to have a more positive attitude towards energy efficiency now than in 2009. 

Awareness of Energy Forward is low and sales associates are not able to convey 

information to customers about the initiative. None of the sales associates mentioned Energy 

Forward unprompted, even though mystery shoppers were shown at least one Energy Forward-

labeled TV at 53% of store visits. Less than one-third of associates (31%) were able to provide a 

definition of Energy Forward, of which just over half (56%) provided the correct definition. This 

finding suggests training should be directed towards sales associates to increase knowledge and 

awareness of the initiative. 

TV Characteristics 

Mystery shoppers were shown an average of four TVs at each in-store visit. Table 17 provides 

information on the characteristics of the TVs shown.  

Table 17: TV Characteristics (n=255) 

AVERAGE TV PRICE DISPLAY TYPE ENERGY EFFICIENCY LABELS* 

Less than 28" $205.00 LCD (LED) 51% ENERGY STAR 65% 

28-35" $305.00 LCD (CCFL) 46% Energy Forward 23% 

40-42" $553.00 Plasma 3% None 7% 

50-60" $1,178.00 Total 100% Other** 58% 

* Multiple responses allowed. 

**Other efficiency qualifications included: Energy Guide, Smart Energy, and Eco HD (defined below). 

Mystery shoppers observed three energy labels, in addition to ENERGY STAR and Energy 

Forward. 

 Energy Guide – Federal government label that informs consumers about the yearly 

energy costs associated with operating TVs. 
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 Smart Energy Saving – An LG label identifying TVs with automatic brightness control. 

 Eco HD – A Vizio label identifying TVs that exceed current ENERGY STAR guidelines. 

Two-thirds of TVs shown to shoppers were ENERGY STAR qualified. Even though energy 

efficiency was not commonly mentioned by sales associates (see below), nearly two-thirds of 

TVs shown to shoppers were ENERGY STAR qualified (65%) and almost one-quarter (23%) 

were Energy Forward. Only 7% of TVs bore no energy-related labels.  

Sales Associates and Energy Efficiency 

Unprompted, sales associates mentioned energy efficiency less often than nearly all other 

TV features. One in five sales associates (22%) mentioned energy efficiency when asked which 

features were important to consider when selecting a TV. Only durability (20%) received fewer 

mentions. 

Figure 5: Television Features Mentioned Unprompted by Sales Associates (multiple 

responses allowed) 

  

Two-thirds of TVs shown to shoppers were ENERGY STAR qualified. Even though energy 

efficiency was not commonly mentioned by sales associates, nearly two-thirds of TVs shown to 

shoppers were ENERGY STAR qualified (65%) and almost one-quarter (23%) were Energy 

Forward. Only 7% of TVs bore no energy-related labels. 

Once prompted, nearly half of sales associates were easily able to locate energy efficient 

TVs. Forty-nine percent of sales associates were able to locate efficient TVs easily (“5” or above 

on a seven-point scale).  

Sales associates had a positive attitude towards energy efficiency. About one-third of sales 

associates (31%) had a very positive (a “6” or “7” on a seven-point scale) attitude towards 

energy efficiency. Only one in ten sales associates mentioned negative aspects to purchasing 

energy efficient TVs. 
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Sales associates’ likelihood of mentioning the benefits of energy efficiency differed by 

region. Sales associates at stores in the western portion of NEEA’s operating territory were more 

likely to mention benefits of energy efficiency than in the eastern portion (56% and 27% 

respectively).  

Change in Efficiency Knowledge/Attitude 

The store visits conducted for this evaluation repeated several items from the 2009 baseline study 

conducted by ODC (Table 18). Responses to two items were significantly different from 

baseline, both indicating improvements in sales associates’ attitude towards energy efficiency:  

1) Sales associates in 2012 were more likely to indicate that energy efficient TVs work 

better than non-energy efficient TVs (43% in 2012 and 21% in 2009).  

2) Sales associates’ attitude towards energy-efficiency received higher ratings in 2012 than 

in 2009 (mean of 4.65 in 2012 and mean of 3.28 in 2009, both on a seven-point scale). 

Table 18: Percent of Sales Associates Who . . .* 

 RIA 2012 

(N=59) 
ODC 2009 

(N=69) 

Mentioned energy efficiency unprompted 22% 15% 

Mentioned ENERGY STAR unprompted 7% 14% 

Indicated energy efficient TVs work better 43% 21% 

Indicated energy efficient TVs cost more 24% 17% 

Could easily define ENERGY STAR 53% 58% 

Could not define ENERGY STAR 25% 30% 

Could at least partially define ENERGY STAR 75% 70% 

Ability to locate efficient TVs (mean score, 1 to 7 scale) 4.80 4.60 

Degree of positive attitude towards efficiency (mean score, 1 to 7 scale) 4.65 3.28 

Knowledge of ENERGY STAR (mean score, 1 to 7 scale) 3.36 3.67 

*Statistically significant differences highlighted in grey. All others are not significantly different. 

In addition to looking at ODC baseline data, Research Into Action asked sales associates who 

had worked in electronics for over five years if they had seen changes in customer interest in 

energy efficient TVs. Two-thirds of those associates (67%) reported they have seen positive 

changes in customers’ interest in energy efficiently TVs. 
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Sales Associates and Energy Forward 

No sales associates mentioned Energy Forward unprompted. Among the 20% of sales 

associates who mentioned energy efficiency unprompted, the most common mentions included 

ENERGY STAR and the efficiency of LEDs as a light source for TVs (each mentioned by 7% of 

all associates and 40% of those who mentioned efficiency unprompted). 

Sales associates have much lower awareness of Energy Forward than ENERGY STAR. 

Among all sales associates, 75% were aware of ENERGY STAR, compared to 31% who were 

aware of Energy Forward (were able to provide a correct or partially correct definition of the 

initiative). Of those associates who were able to provide a definition, 56% provided a correct 

definition of Energy Forward compared to 43% who correctly defined ENERGY STAR. 

Table 19: Sales Associates’ Ability to Define ENERGY STAR and Energy Forward   

 

ENERGY STAR ENERGY FORWARD 

Incorrect or no definition provided 25% 69% 

Definition Provided 75% 31% 

Correct definition 43% 56% 

Partially correct definition 57% 44% 

Table 20: Example ENERGY STAR and Energy Forward Definitions Provided by Sales 

Associates 

 

CORRECT  PARTIALLY CORRECT INCORRECT 

ENERGY STAR It's an energy rating service for 

all electric appliances, It's a 

government agency. 

Relatively low energy 

use. 

Certifies how much the 

TV costs per year for 

operation. 

Energy Forward A Northwest energy initiative 
rates the best product for energy 

efficient use. 

It's probably a part of 
ENERGY STAR and 

Idaho Power. 

It was a tag that was put 
there by Samsung, comes 

on all Samsung TVs. 

Detailer store visits do not appear to have impacted sales associates’ knowledge of Energy 

Forward or ENERGY STAR, nor any factor relative to energy efficiency. Fewer than one-

fifth of associates (12%) reported interacting with an Energy Forward detailer. Research Into 

Action did not find a relationship between interacting with detailers and any other factor related 

to energy efficiency, including:  mentioning energy efficiency, ENERGY STAR, or Energy 

forward unprompted, knowledge of Energy Forward, and mentioning benefits of energy 

efficiency. 
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Product Promotion  

Most stores had Energy Forward promotional materials on or near TVs. Over three-quarters 

of visited stores (81%) had Energy Forward promotional materials on display. TV stickers were 

the most common type of promotional material (found at 63% of visits). 

Most TVs also had Energy Guide stickers. Sales associates routinely referenced the Energy 

Guide stickers when discussing energy efficiency. Open-ended comments provided by the 

mystery shoppers show that many associates indicated the energy savings (as determined by 

Energy Guide) were minimal when comparing efficient TVs to non-efficient TVs. This suggests 

that the monetary value of energy efficient TVs may not be an effective argument, neither to 

sales associates nor to end users, and that the Energy Guide labels are not helpful in convincing 

customers to buy the most efficient TV. 

Sales Associate Characteristics 

Most of the store representatives interviewed identified themselves as “sales associates” (85%). 

Their key characteristics included: 

 Most interviewees were male (75%)  

 Median time at the store was two years and time specifically in electronics was a median 

1.3 years 

 About one-third (32%) worked specifically with TVs 

STORE / DEPARTMENT MANAGER SURVEYS 

Five Key Findings 

Managers are aware of Energy Forward but want more information. Almost two-thirds of 

managers interviewed (18 of 30) said they were aware of Energy Forward. Detailers were the 

most common source of information about the initiative (10 of 18) but most interviewees said the 

information they have received is insufficient, and they want more. 

Communication regarding Energy Forward is not reaching sales associates. All managers 

interviewed indicated that they had not received any guidance from corporate regarding Energy 

Forward. It is possible that the lack of communication and direction from corporate prevents 

managers’ from providing direction related to Energy Forward to sales associates, who thus do 

not provide information to customers. 

Knowledge of energy efficiency is increasing among sales associates, store management, 

and corporate. Nearly two-thirds of managers (18 of 30) reported that their employees’ 
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knowledge of energy efficiency has increased during the past few years. Similarly, two-thirds of 

managers reported that corporate (19 of 30) and their personal (20 of 30) attitudes regarding 

energy efficiency have become more positive. 

Stores have minimal autonomy over TV promotion, stocking, and assortment decisions. 

Three-quarters of managers (22 of 30) reported that they do not have input into promotional 

decisions at their store. Additionally, over half (17 of 30) do not make decisions about stocking, 

and nearly all managers (26 of 30) reported their store does not have control over TV assortment. 

Only one store reported taking any action to promote Energy Forward TVs, other than the 

POP materials placed by detailers. Only one manager reported taking any action to promote 

Energy Forward. This manager, at Wilson-Bates, a minor chain in southern Idaho, reported using 

the incentive to discount the purchase price of the product, including information about Energy 

Forward in their advertisements, and providing informal training to sales associates. 

Awareness and Promotion of Energy Forward  

More than half of managers were aware of Energy Forward and their primary source of 

information was the initiative’s detailers. Over half of managers were aware of Energy 

Forward (18 of 30) and more than half of them (10 of 18) reported learning about Energy 

Forward through detailers. Additionally, three managers had interacted with the detailer but did 

not report learning about the initiative from them.  

Nearly half of managers reported interacting with an Energy Forward detailer, but few 

received any training from them, and they welcomed more information. Nearly two-thirds of 

managers who interacted with detailers (8 of 13) reported that they did not receive any additional 

information or training from the detailers other than a brief explanation of why they were at the 

store. They would like additional information about the initiative or suggested incorporating it 

into sales associate trainings. Example responses included: 

 Detailers come in and put stickers on, tell them that they are more efficient but did not 

explain anything else about it. 

 Having more marketing material would be good. Include it in the weekly ad to increase 

customer awareness. It would be helpful if the detailers would try to talk to more of the 

sales associates about the initiative or have specific e-learnings about the initiative. 

 Talk to associates about initiative; let them know what is good about it, more training. As 

long as they train one person, the info gets shared. 

Retailers did not promote Energy Froward TVs differently from other TVs. Although one-

fifth of managers interviewed (6 of 30) reported their store promotes Energy Forward qualified 

TVs differently from non-qualified TVs, the only difference in promotion they reported was the 

Energy Forward POP material. 
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 Any time customers ask about efficiency, [we will] mention the Energy Forward logo. 

Point out which are most efficient. 

 They have a sticker so customers ask about it. 

Communicating Information about the Energy Forward Initiative 

Corporate to Store Managers 

Managers did not report receiving any direction from corporate regarding Energy 

Forward. None of the managers who were aware of the initiative reported receiving any 

direction from corporate. Two managers reported that they had specific requirements regarding 

the initiative, but did not indicate where they received the directives. It is important to note that 

through corporate interviews, two major chain retailers reported communicating information 

about Energy Forward to store employees through email and the corporate newsletter. However, 

the findings from the store manager interviews (and the in-store visits) suggest information 

distributed by corporate did not reach employees, or they did not recall it. 

Managers did not report having sales targets specific to Energy Forward qualified TVs. 

None of the interviewees reported having sales targets for Energy Forward TVs. One manager 

did mention that the store has sales targets for their “focus TVs” (higher-end LED TVs) which 

are commonly Energy Forward qualified. 

Store Managers to Sales Associates 

About one-third of managers who were aware of Energy Forward (5 of 18) have 

encouraged sales associates to mention it to customers. Managers reported discussing a 

number of different aspects of the initiative with associates including: pointing out qualified 

TVs, explaining how the initiative works, and how to leverage the initiative to sell TVs to 

customers.  

Sales Associates to Customers 

Although nearly half of the managers stated that their sales associates mention Energy 

Forward when discussing product features with customers, in-store data collection 

contradicts this estimate. Almost half of the managers who were aware of Energy Forward (8 

of 18) reported that their sales associates generally mention the initiative to customers when 

discussing TV features. But during in-store visits, conducted at these same stores, none of the 

sales associates mentioned Energy Forward unprompted and only 17% could accurately define 

Energy Forward. 
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Energy Efficiency Knowledge and Attitude 

Sales Associates 

Sales associates’ knowledge of energy efficiency has increased during the past few years. 

Nearly two-thirds of managers interviewed (18 of 30) indicated that there has been an increase in 

employee awareness of energy efficiency. Half of those managers (9 of 18) credited employee 

training (primarily online or web-based) to the increase. Managers also noted that there has been 

an increase in customer awareness of energy efficiency. Example responses included: 

 They have done a better job of training people and hiring people who are more involved 

in electronics…They put together their own training materials, mostly technical 

differences among display types, and energy consumption. 

 Customers ask more about [energy efficiency] nowadays. Overall, efficiency has 

improved with TVs. 

Managers 

Managers reported having an increasingly positive attitude towards energy efficiency. 

Two-thirds of managers (20 of 30) indicated their personal attitude towards energy efficiency has 

changed. Managers attributed their positive attitude towards energy efficiency to increases in 

customer interest and their own personal commitments to sustainability. Example responses 

included: 

 I do try to push the sales associates to think about efficiency when talking to customers. 

 [I have] been able to use [energy efficiency] more as saleable feature. 

Corporate 

Managers reported an increasingly positive attitude towards energy efficiency at the 

corporate level. Nearly two-thirds of managers (19 of 30) reported their corporation’s attitude 

towards energy efficiency has become more positive. Most referenced corporate sustainability 

initiatives as the reason for this change. Example responses included: 

 They want sales associates to push the energy efficient products because those are better 

quality products. 

 We are a pretty forward thinking company. We try to do the right thing for the 

community, the environment, and our vendors. 
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Store-Level Practices  

Product Promotion 

Most stores do not have autonomy over product promotion decisions. Nearly two-thirds of 

managers (18 of 30) indicated promotional activities were decided at the corporate level or by 

product manufactures. Those that did report having autonomy over product promotion reported 

promotional activities (e.g., weekly store advertisements, 4 mentions), profit margins (3 

mentions), and inventory (2 mentions), as aspects that factor into their promotional decisions. 

Stocking  

Most stores do not have autonomy over stocking levels for TVs. Over half of managers (17 of 

30) reported their store does not have control over stocking decisions. The remaining stores had 

minimal control over stocking, many only having the ability to place special orders upon 

customer request. A number of larger retailers maintain appropriate stocking levels through an 

automated process, where replacement products are ordered as they are sold to customers. 

Assortment 

Individual stores rarely make TV assortment decisions. Almost all managers (26 of 30) 

indicated that TV assortment decisions were made at the corporate level. Those managers that 

did report having some control over TV assortment did not specify their level of control. Nearly 

two-thirds of managers (18 of 30) reported that their store receives new TV models during the 

spring (February – June). An additional one-third of managers (9 of 30) reported that their store 

receives new models throughout the year. 

Sales Targets 

Half of managers interviewed reported their stores having sales targets for TVs. These sales 

targets are generally based on increasing sales from the previous year or meeting a specific dollar 

amount of TV sales. Additionally, some stores receive large shipments of specific TV models 

that they are instructed to sell at a discount. Only two of the nine stores that had sales targets 

received rewards or incentives for archiving those targets. One manager mentioned simply 

receiving recognition while another mentioned sales associates receiving bonuses when the store 

meets its target.  

Manager Characteristics 

More than half (18 if 30) of the interviewees are managers of the electronics or TV department at 

their stores. Other positions of interviewees included “assistant manager,” “shift manager” and 

“home sales department supervisor.” 
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Research Into Action was only able to interview two store managers in this sample and found 

store managers difficult to reach. If NEEA elects to conduct additional interviews of this type, it 

is strongly recommended that the list be created by working with corporate contacts to identify 

and make the first contact with appropriate interviewees.  

Nearly two-thirds of managers contacted (18 of 30) reported being in their current position 

between one month and three years. Four managers reported being in their current position for 

less than one month. Of these new managers, none were aware of Energy Forward. Other than 

the new managers, Research Into Action did not find a relationship between length of time in the 

managers’ current position and awareness of the initiative. 

Case Study: Wilson-Bates 

The Wilson-Bates’ interviewee’s knowledge, awareness, and promotion of Energy Forward 

stood out from other retailers.  

Wilson-Bates is a family-owned furniture, appliance and electronics chain with four stores in 

southern Idaho and one store in Nevada. Research Into Action spoke with the electronics 

manager at Wilson-Bates, who explained how the retailer utilizes the Energy Forward initiative 

as a tool to increase sales of qualified TVs. To accomplish this, the retailer passes the initiative 

incentive along to customers, providing them a competitive edge against larger retailers like Best 

Buy and Sears. Since the initiative is used to increase sales, management encourages sales 

associates to mention the initiative to customers. Informal training is provided to sales associates 

to increase their knowledge of Energy Forward. The manager also reported that the store 

includes information regarding the initiative in their advertisements.  

In-store visits did not corroborate this information. The sales associate interviewed during the 

“mystery shop” at Wilson-Bates was unfamiliar with Energy Forward and could not correctly 

define ENERGY STAR. The mystery shopper was not shown any ENERGY FORWARD TVs, 

although it was noted that the store had very few TVs in the size that was being shopped. In 

addition, the sales associate had worked at the store, and in electronics, for less than half a year. 

DETAILER STORE VISIT DATA 

Two Key Findings 

Major chain stores differed in several ways from minor chain stores and non-chain stores. 

These include the number of detailer visits they receive, the number of TVs on display, and the 

percent of qualified TVs on display. There are no differences between minor chain stores and 

non-chain stores. 
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Most stores did not maintain Initiative POP materials on qualified TVs between detailer 

visits. Detailers consistently reported adding labels to all or most qualified TVs at every store 

visit, regardless of store ownership. 

Visit Distribution Findings 

Major chain stores received more detailer visits than minor chain and non-chain stores. 

Major chains received an average of 6.4 visits in 2011, minor chain and non-chain stores 

received an average of 3.7 and 3.1 visits. Among the five major chains, Walmart stores received 

fewer visits than other major chain stores. The implementation contractor met their contractual 

requirement to conduct six visits per store for major chain stores, but not for minor chain and 

non-chain stores. 

Major chain stores received their first visit of the calendar year earlier than minor chain 

and non-chain stores. Major chain stores typically received their first visit in January or 

February. Other stores typically received their first visit in March or later. Initiative 

specifications change on January 1, so Research Into Action hypothesize that some TVs (those 

qualified the previous year but not qualified in the preset year) were incorrectly labeled with 

Initiative POP until the first detailer visit of the year. 

TV Distribution Findings 

TV Department Size 

Major chain stores had larger TV departments than minor chain and non-chain stores. 

Major chain stores carried, on average, 49 TVs, minor chain stores carried 35 TVs, and non-

chain stores carried 15 TVs. 

Major chain stores varied in the number of TVs on display, but their TV departments 

tended to one of three sizes, in terms of number of TVs displayed: about 20 TVs, about 50 TVs, 

and about 140 TVs.  

Qualified TVs 

Although across all stores, qualified TVs made up about 25% of TVs displayed, the bigger 

the chain, the higher the percentage of qualified TVs on display. The percentage of qualified 

TVs displayed in stores differed by ownership type. Major chain stores carried, on average, 27% 

qualified TVs; minor chain stores carried 20%; non-chain stores carried 13%.  

At major chain stores, the percentage of qualifying TVs increased over the year – but at 

minor chain and non-chain stores there was no change. The percentage of qualified TVs at 

major chain stores increased from an average of 20% at the second visit of the year to 35% at the 

last visit. Research Into Action does not have a strong hypothesis as to why this occurred, but it 
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may have resulted from variation in when new TV models were received or in the 

accuracy/comprehensiveness of qualified product lists.  

Problems with POP Placement 

There are two possible POP “errors”: POP can be missing from a qualified TV, or an 

unqualified TV can be incorrectly carrying POP. Detailers found qualified TVs missing 

POP five times as often as they found incorrectly labeled TVs.   

Three-quarters (76%) of all qualified TVs did not have Initiative POP attached to them 

when the detailer arrived at the store. Missing POP was more common at major chain stores 

than at non-chain stores. At major chain stores, detailers found POP missing from an average of 

70-83% of qualified TVs.. 

POP appears to be an “all or nothing” problem. When detailers reported missing POP, they 

nearly always reported that POP was missing from all qualified TVs at the store. Research Into 

Action does not have a strong hypothesis as to why this is occurring, but it may suggest a binary 

distinction in attentiveness to POP at the store level. For example, one retailer appears to be 

attentive to POP placement, which has both positive and negative outcomes. Among all major 

chains, this retailer’s stores had the lowest percentage of TVs with missing POP but also the 

highest percentage of incorrectly labeled TVs! 

The quantity of “missing” POP remained stable across all visits over the year. Detailers 

reported that, across all store visits, 74-84% of qualified TVs were missing POP, regardless of 

when in the year the visit occurred. 

Qualitative Visit Data 

Detailer Interactions with Store Staff 

Detailers reported speaking to at least one staff member at 89% of store visits. At nearly all 

store visits, detailers spoke with one or two staff members (57% and 25% of visits, respectively). 

Only occasionally did detailers report speaking to three or more staff members during a store 

visit or no staff members (7% and 11% of visits, respectively). 

Detailer’s Open-Ended Comments 

Detailers provided comments for 20% of store visits. Detailers were not required to provide 

these comments. The comments were open-ended, in that detailers were given space to record 

comments but no direction about what to record. 
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Although few detailer visits included open-ended comments, visits at which detailers 

reported negative attitudes or comments towards the POP materials had higher rates of 

missing POP than visits in which no negative comments were noted. 

Most frequent comments 

The most frequent subjects on which detailers commented, in order of frequency, were: 

1. The small size of the store’s TV department 

2. (Tie) The format and placement of POP, including: the store's preference for magnets or 

stickers, vertical vs. horizontal placement, where on the product POP should be placed, 

and whether the stickers would leave a residue on the product 

(Tie) The helpfulness of the store staff 

3. (Tie) The small number of qualified TVs on display 

(Tie) The store manager’s opposition to POP due to concerns about the glue leaving a 

residue, the cluttered appearance of the TV, or a general prohibition on POP at the store 

Other comments 

Other comments provided by detailers, but occurring less frequently, included: 

 TVs were hard to reach and required a ladder, but the store staff did not want the detailer 

to use a ladder 

 TV model numbers were hard to find 

 POP was incorrectly placed when detailer arrived 

 POP was correctly placed when detailer arrived 

 Detailer did not have enough/correct POP and could not complete the job 

 Qualified product list was outdated, listing previous years' models no longer in the store 

 Detailer noted their activity spurred customer interest and contributed to sales of qualified 

TVs 

 Detailer provided training to associates 

 Detailer needed more information about the Energy Guide label or was confused by it 
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 Store staff made a recommendation to the detailer regarding the Initiative 

TELEVISION SALES DATA 

Results reported below come from television sales data gathered by Energy Solutions. The sales 

data included information about each television sold within NEEA territory from July 2009 to 

May 2012.  

Total TV Sales (Qualified and Non-Qualified TV Sales)   
Major chains accounted for nearly all reported TV sales. Major chains accounted for 98.9% 

of TV sales. Minor chains sold 1% of TVs and non-chain stores sold 0.1%.  

 

On a per capita basis, more total TVs were sold in Montana than in the other NEEA states. 

Based on population figures reported in the 2010 U.S. Census, per capita TV purchases in 

Montana in 2011 were 12%, compared to 8-9% in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. 

Qualified TV Sales  

 

Qualified TV sales declined nearly 30% from 2010 to 2011. 

 

The Initiative incented 527,225 

qualified TV units in 2010 and 

373,072 units in 2011, a decrease 

of 29%. The decrease in qualified 

TV sales is only partially 

accounted for by the estimated 

3% decline in total North 

American TV shipments. Among 

the three major chain retailers that 

reported full category data 

(qualified and nonqualified TV 

sales), qualified TV sales declined 

from 81% of total sales in 2010 to 

50% of total sales in 2011(Figure 

6). This is likely explained by the 

increased stringency of the 

Initiative specification in 2011. 

 
Figure 6: Qualified and Nonqualified TV Sales, 2010 

and 2011 

 

By State 
There was no difference in percent of qualified TV sales by state. Across each of the four 

states in NEEA’s region, qualified TVs made up between 59% and 61% of total reported TV 

sales for 2010-2012. 
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By Chain Type 

Non-chain stores sold a larger proportion of qualified TVs than major chain stores. 

 

From 2010 to 2012, 85% of TVs 

sold by non-chain stores were 

qualified models, compared to 

only 61% of TVs sold by major 

chain stores. The qualitative data 

collected thus far do not explain 

this difference, and it is 

recommend to include it as a 

research objective for MPER #3 

(Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: Proportion of Qualified TVs Sold, by 

Retailer Type, 2010-2012 

 

By Tier 

Among sales of qualified TVs, the proportion of sales of Tier 110 TVs appeared to be 

increasing in 2012, after remaining constant in 2010 and 2011. 

 

Tier 1 TVs made up 26% and 

27% of total qualified TV sales in 

2010 and 2011, respectively. In 

2012, Tier 1 TV sales make up 

34% of all qualified sales, an 

increase of 26% over 2011 

(Figure 8). 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Qualified TV Sales by Tier, 2010-2012 

 

                                                
10

  Tier 1 TVs include the following ENERGY STAR ratings by year: 2010 ES 5; 2011 ES 5 +20%; and 2012 

ES 5 +35%. Tier 2 TVs include the following ratings by year: 2010 ES 4; 2011 ES5; 2012 ES 5 +20%. 
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TV Characteristics   

Display Type 

Nearly all TVs sold during the Initiative had LCD displays. LCD TVs accounted for over 

90% of all TVs sold in each year with plasma TVs making up the remainder.  

Auto-Brightness Control (ABC) 

Auto-brightness control (ABC), an important energy-saving feature, increased in 

penetration from 2010 to 2011 and has decreased slightly thus far in 2012. ABC penetration 

increased from 56% in 2010 to 70% in 2011 across all TVs (qualified and non-qualified). Thus 

far in 2012 penetration is at 65%. 

 

From 2010 to 2011, ABC 

penetration among qualified TVs 

increased from 64% to 78%, but 

also increased from 20% to 62% 

among non-qualified TVs. The 

high rate of increase among non-

qualified TVs most likely 

represents a common occurrence in 

consumer electronics, in which a 

technology (or feature) found at 

first only in high-end products 

enters the mainstream. 

 

 
Figure 9: Rates of ABC Penetration and Enabled by 

Default, 2010-2012 

 

However, the energy-saving potential of ABC was tempered by a sharp decrease in TVs 

that ship with the feature enabled by default. The percent of TVs with ABC enabled by 

default decreased from 100% in 2010 to 83% in 2011. The partial data available for 2012 

suggests penetration of ABC on by default is continuing to decline and may now be only 60-

70%. 

The penetration of ABC enabled by default may now be greater among non-qualified TVs 

than qualified TVs. In 2011, about 80% of both qualified and non-qualified TVs with ABC 

shipped with the feature enabled by default. Partial 2012 data shows only 63% of qualified TVs 

had ABC enabled, but the feature was enabled in 72% of non-qualified TVs. 

Power Use   
On mode power use dropped, year-over-year, for all TVs. Power use for qualified and non-

qualified TVs decreased from 2010 to 2012. Average on mode power use for a non-qualified TV 

declined 46% from 2010 to 2012, down from 116 watts to 66 watts. Qualified TVs showed a 

decline of 39%, down from 71 watts to 43 watts (Figure 10). 
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The difference in on mode power use between qualified and non-qualified TVs declined 

from 2010 to 2011 but held constant in 2012. In 2010, qualified TVs drew 45 watts less than 

non-qualified TVs. The spread declined to 24 watts in 2011 and remained there in 2012    

(Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: TV On Mode Power Use in Watts, 2010-2012 

 
 

Sleep mode power use declined sharply among qualified TVs but did not change among 

non-qualified TVs. 

In 2010, qualified TVs drew more 

power in sleep mode than non-

qualified TVs (0.41 watts 

compared to 0.35 watts). 

However, qualified TV power use 

in sleep mode declined over the 

period to 0.24 watts, and is now 

lower than non-qualified TVs 

(Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11: TV Sleep Mode Power Use in Watts, 

2010-2012 
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Statistical Analyses of Sales Data 

Fixed and Random Effects Models 

In order to evaluate the drivers of the proportion of qualified televisions sold, researchers defined 

a variable, Percent Qualified, as the number of qualified televisions sold in a particular store in a 

particular month divided by the number of total televisions sold in that same store and month. 

The expectation was that the Initiative had a positive impact on Percent Qualified after 

controlling for differences across stores and retail chains. After establishing that researchers 

should expect to see the effect of the Initiative in January 2011 with the change in television 

specifications, the evaluation team examined the Percent Qualified both before and after this 

change. The evaluation team created a dummy variable, Change Over, to indicate the beginning 

of the initiative in 2011. More specifically, Change Over takes on a value of zero in the period 

when the Initiative incented ENERGY STAR 4 & 5 TVs (2010) and value of one when it was 

incenting ENERGY STAR 5 and 5+20 (2011).  

The evaluation team then estimated two specific models, a fixed effects model and a random 

effects model. These two models are similar in that they predict the Percent Qualified for a given 

store in a given month as a function of Change Over. However, they differ in the way in which 

they control for the variability across stores and across retail chains. The fixed effects model 

controls for variability across retail chains and stores within the retail chain by including dummy 

variables for each store and chain. The results of this mode can be found in Figure 12, which 

models the change in Percent Qualified over time, controlling for store and chain differences. 

Researchers observed a slight positive trend in the proportion of televisions sold over time across 

all retailers throughout 2010 but the slope of this upward trend decreases in 2011 compared to 

2010.  Specifically, the proportion of qualified TVs sold grew by 7%, on average, throughout 

2010 and this dampened to a 4% monthly growth rate in 2011.  Moreover, both stores and retail 

chain are significant predictors of the proportion of qualified TVs sold.  Retailer 3 exhibits the 

highest proportion of qualified TVs sold at the start of the observation followed by Retailers 4, 2, 

and 1.  Interestingly, differences by retail chain were observed in both the rate of growth in 

proportion of qualified TVs sold over time and the impact of changing the set of qualifying 

televisions incented.   
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Figure 12: Proportion of Qualified TV Sales in 2010 and 2011 by Month, with Fixed Effects 

Model Overlay 

 

The impact of Change Over on the proportion of qualified televisions sold is statistically 

significant and negative, suggesting that the impact of the change in criteria initially depresses 

the proportion of qualified televisions sold.  Specifically, the change in criteria is associated with 

0.53% decrease in the portion of qualified televisions sold. While researchers anticipated the 

Initiative to have a positive impact, interviews suggested a number of plausible explanations for 

this result. Retail chains may not yet have the new assortment that contains ENERGY STAR 5 

and 5+20 items. It takes several months for retailers to turn over their retail assortment and the 

transition from one season to the next. Researchers learned that this transition occurs in a 

multitude of different ways across each retailer. As such, it is challenging to assess exactly when 

one might expect alignment between the assortment necessary to qualify for NEEA incentives 

and the retailers actual assortment. Retailers that do have the new inventory in stock alongside 

the old assortment may try to sell through the old inventory using markdowns, sales force 

bonuses, and other pricing mechanisms designed to move the inventory.  Consequently, a retailer 

may be selling items that may have qualified for Initiative incentives in the previous year but no 

longer qualify in the current year. It is extremely difficult to disentangle these effects from one 

another through empirical analysis.   

The observed differences across stores within a chain and across retail chains themselves 

warranted additional exploration. Researchers estimated a random effects model where Percent 

Qualified was regressed on our key variable of interest, Change Over, and important controls, 

while also allowing each retail chain to have its own slope over time. The rate of change in 

Percent Qualified was permitted to differ by each retail chain included in this study. Moreover, 

with this model, researchers could include other store and retail-specific variables that might 

explain why researchers observed heterogeneity across retail chains in the proportion of qualified 

televisions sold.   
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The evaluation team identified a number of hypothesized drivers across retail chains and across 

retail stores. Researchers did not obtain access to all of these variables. However, the evaluation 

team did obtain publically available demographic data associated with the specific store 

location11. The demographic variables researchers included in analysis included whether the 

location was in a rural or urban setting, the size of the local population, and the median income 

of individuals in close proximity to the store. Retail chains also differ in important ways that may 

impact the proportion of qualified TVs sold. The two variables researchers were able to include 

in this analysis included inventory turns (Turns), a publically available variable that measures the 

number of times the inventory is sold in a year, and the typical proportion of qualified units on 

display (Display) for stores in that chain.   

Estimates for the random effects model were consistent with the fixed effects model in that 

Change Over was found to be negative and significant. Specifically, the adoption of new criteria 

at the start of 2011 is associated with a 46% drop in proportion of qualified televisions sold.  

Researchers also observed a positive trend, on average, in the portion of qualified televisions 

sold throughout 2010. In each additional month, the portion of qualified televisions sold 

increased by 7%. But, as in the previous model, this trend dampened during 2011 such that each 

additional month yielded only a 4% increase in the proportion of qualified televisions sold. In 

addition to confirming the results of the fixed effects model, this random effects model provided 

additional insights. Researchers observed that differences in the proportion of qualified 

televisions sold across stores did not depend on whether or not a store was located in a rural or 

urban region, nor did it depend on the median income of the surrounding population. The 

variability in proportion of qualified televisions sold across stores did depend on the population 

of that region. For every additional 100,000 individuals located near a particular store, the 

portion of qualified televisions sold grew by 0.04%.    

Differences in the proportion of qualified televisions sold across retail chains could be explained 

by two key factors: (1) retail chain inventory turns and (2) the portion of qualified televisions on 

display in the chain. Inventory turns is a key retail metric. It describes how quickly a retailer 

moves its inventory. In this sample, retail turns varied from a low of 3.3 for retailers 1 and 2 to a 

high of 12.3 for retailer 3. Researchers expected retailers with high turns to be able to get new 

merchandise into the store quickly and it was thus not surprising to find high inventory turns 

correlated with a larger proportion of qualified televisions sold. Retail chains with low turns 

most likely had older inventory in their stores that needed to be marked down and sold before a 

change in assortment to newer models. It was thus not surprising to find that, for every additional 

turn, the proportion of qualified televisions sold increased by 4%.  

                                                
11  Researchers downloaded population counts, rural/urban indicators, and median incomes for zip codes 

within NEEA territory from the 2010 census (American Fact Finder). Researchers matched store zip codes 

with the downloaded demographic data and joined matched demographic data with the original sales 

dataset. 
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The percentage of qualified TVs on display in the chain is also a statistically significant driver of 

Percent Qualified.  Display ranges from 17% for retailer 1 to 33% for retailer 2. The model 

estimated that for every additional percentage point in display, the proportion of qualified 

televisions sold grew by 1.3%. For example, take a hypothetical retail store that displayed a total 

of 100 televisions, including 15 qualified televisions (models that met the Initiative criteria), with 

overall qualified television sales of 50%. If this store were to replace one unqualified television 

on its sales floor with a qualified television, such that 16 out of 100 models were qualified, the 

retailer could expect the portion of qualified television sales to increase to 51.3%. Due to data 

availability, researchers only tested two potential drivers of differences across retail chains.  

Researchers recommend that NEEA explore additional retailer specific differences to better 

understand why such distinct retailer patterns within the data were observed.   
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